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Abstract
In this dissertation, we have focused on conflicts that occur due to disagreeing
motions in multi-modal localization algorithms. In-spite of the recent achievements
in robust localization by means of multi-sensor fusion, these algorithms are not appli-
cable to all environments. This is primarily attributed to the following fundamental
assumptions: (i) the environment is predominantly stationary, (ii) only ego-motion
of the sensor platform exists, and (iii) multiple sensors are always in agreement
with each other regarding the observed motion. Recently, studies have shown how
to relax the static environment assumption using outlier rejection techniques and
dynamic object segmentation. Additionally, to handle non ego-motion, approaches
that extend the localization algorithm to multi-body tracking have been studied.
However, there has been no attention given to the conditions where multiple sensors
contradict each other with regard to the motions observed.
Vision based localization has become an attractive approach for both indoor and
outdoor applications due to the large information bandwidth provided by images
and reduced cost of the cameras used. In order to improve the robustness and over-
come the limitations of vision, an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) may be used.
Even though visual-inertial localization has better accuracy and improved robust-
ness due to the complementary nature of camera and IMU sensor, they are affected
by disagreements in motion observations. We term such dynamic situations as en-
vironments with motion conflict because these are caused when multiple different
but self-consistent motions are observed by different sensors. Tightly coupled visual
inertial fusion approaches that disregard such challenging situations exhibit drift
that can lead to catastrophic errors.
We have provided a probabilistic model for motion conflict. Additionally, a novel
algorithm to detect and resolve motion conflicts is also presented. Our method to
detect motion conflicts is based on per-frame positional estimate discrepancy and
per-landmark reprojection errors. Motion conflicts were resolved by eliminating
inconsistent IMU and landmark measurements. Finally, a Motion Conflict aware
Visual Inertial Odometry (MC-VIO) algorithm that combined both detection and
resolution of motion conflict was implemented. Both quantitative and qualitative
evaluation of MC-VIO on visually and inertially challenging datasets were obtained.
Experimental results indicated that MC-VIO algorithm reduced the absolute trajec-
tory error by 70% and the relative pose error by 34% in scenes with motion conflict,
in comparison to the reference VIO algorithm. Motion conflict detection and resolu-
tion enables the application of visual inertial localization algorithms to real dynamic
environments. This paves the way for articulate object tracking in robotics. It may
also find numerous applications in active long term augmented reality.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Spatial awareness is the ability to see and understand relationships between objects
with respect to each other and to ourselves. This enables humans to navigate, ex-
plore and perform complex interactions with the world. Humans use a combination
of biological sensors and prior knowledge to demonstrate exceptional spatial aware-
ness. A part of spatial awareness is localization, which answers the question “Where
am I?”.
A combination of different senses enables us to perform robust localization. We
use the visual and vestibular (Figure 1.1) systems in sensing motion and the en-
vironment around us. The human brain combines learned knowledge with sensory
input to provide localization. Despite the complex process utilized by human lo-
calization, it is common for humans to experience illusory motion caused by the
misinterpretation of motion.
With the increase in application of artificial intelligence within our daily lives,
devices and robots need spatial awareness ability similar to humans. Today, au-
tonomous cars need to perform complex localization in order to operate and navigate
safely on roads. Similarly, augmented reality enabled mobile devices need precise
1
Figure 1.1: The primary biological sensors used in perception of motion by humans.
localization within a room to render accurate virtual content.
1.1 Localization
Although spatial awareness extends to topics such as physical self-awareness, re-
lationship interpretation, semantic interpretation, distance estimation, etc., in this
work, we focus on robust localization. Localization approaches in the real world
need to be able to handle a variety of adverse environmental conditions (Figure
1.2).
Figure 1.2: Challenging environments where humans perform robust localization.
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In our daily activities, we observe multiple motions in addition to our ego-motion.
The ability to interpret all the motions in the environment is fundamental to our
spatial awareness. The interpretation of motion other than ego-motion is benefi-
cial in a number of applications such as self-observation of our body to understand
reach, observation of independent moving objects in the environment to anticipate
motion, observation of movement impact to interpret mechanisms, etc. To impart
similar capabilities to intelligent devices, we need localization algorithms that sup-
port multiple motions.
Currently, there exists no single sensor that can robustly operate in all the envi-
ronmental conditions. Adverse conditions such as rain, smoke, dust, etc. reduce the
accuracy of the sensors. Hence, a combination of multiple sensors, similar to humans
is essential for robust localization. With the recent research advances in electronic
technology, many different sensors such as LIDAR, camera, ultrasound sensors, in-
ertial measurement units, motion encoders and geomagnetic sensors are available to
sense motion and the environment (Figure 1.3). They can be broadly classified into
interoceptive sensors or exteroceptive sensors. Interoceptive sensors operate based
on internal stimuli while exteroceptive sensors operate based on external stimuli.
Figure 1.3: A variety of sensors are available for localization and motion estimation.
Picture Courtesy: Bosch, Hokuyo, Point Grey
The algorithm that is primarily used for localization of intelligent systems is
Simultaneous Localization And Mapping (SLAM). Recently, Cadena et al. [3] did
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an extensive survey of SLAM and identified that improved robustness of localization
algorithms is required for their utilization in everyday applications. The current
implementation of SLAM is primarily limited to static environments. However,
there is a need to extend SLAM to dynamic environments with multiple motions.
This dissertation focuses on the fusion of sensory inputs in a multi-sensor device to
perform robust localization.
1.2 Visual Inertial Localization
Existing localization algorithms are specialized based on the choice of sensors and
application domains. Since, in most applications of localization, there exists no pre-
existing maps, the algorithm also needs to estimate the map with respect to a fixed
reference coordinate simultaneously. The map contains sets of landmarks fixed with
respect to the reference frame. A camera and Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) are
common sensors that are available in localization devices.
Cameras were initially bulky, expensive and very slow. Today, with the advance-
ment of CMOS technology we have small, cheap, high speed cameras delivering large
bandwidth of information. An IMU consists of a gyroscope and accelerometer sen-
sors. The combination of the gyroscope with an accelerometer provides us with a
way to sense motion without external observations. Similar to cameras, initial IMUs
were large, bulky, and expensive. With the advent of MEMS technology, the cost
and size of IMU has decreased rapidly. Today, we find the 3-axis IMU and camera
combination in most mobile devices.
IMU based localization is performed based on the incremental integration of the
gyroscope rotation rates and acceleration observation starting from an initial condi-
tion. The observations of rotation rates and acceleration are made in the body frame
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of the system. The rotation rates and the accelerations are corrupted by a white
Gaussian noise and a random walk bias. Due to the noise, localization estimates are
accurate only over a small duration, however, over longer durations it suffers from
integration drift. Absolute pose observation from another complementary sensor is
often used to correct the drift periodically.
On the other hand, camera based localization [4] generates visual correspon-
dences from multiple views of the same static scene. These correspondences are
made using extracted features [5, 6, 7, 8] or direct pixel information [9, 10, 11, 12].
Unlike the incremental localization provided by an IMU, camera based localization
relies on repeated observations of the same scene to improve accuracy and reduce
noise. Using the correspondences, it is possible to generate a map of the environ-
ment. However, incorrect correspondences caused by texture-less or varying light
conditions can lead to catastrophic failures.
The camera and IMU sensors are complementary in nature. The IMU based
localization system is accurate over a short duration, but drifts over a longer period
while the camera based localization system has reduced drift over a longer period
of time. Thus, a fusion of the camera and inertial sensor leads to a multi-modal
localization system that is more accurate and robust.
The most commonly used algorithm for the fusion of camera and IMU mea-
surements is a subclass of SLAM called Visual Inertial Odometry (VIO). It can be
implemented using either an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) or nonlinear optimiza-
tion. However, the underlining assumption in VIO is that the visual and inertial
measurements are in agreement with each other. This assumption is only valid in a
static world with only ego-motion.
5
1.3 Motion Conflict
Figure 1.4: Example of motion conflict: A passenger with a visual inertial device
in a moving car sees static landmarks outside (green) with large optical flow and
moving landmarks on the dashboard (red) with small optical flow. Each group of
landmarks produces different ego-motion estimate. Landmarks with noisy optical
flow (blue) give incorrect ego-motion estimate.
The general assumptions made by localization algorithms are: (i) the world
is mostly stationary, (ii) only ego-motion of the sensor platform exists, and (iii)
multiple sensors are in agreement with each other regarding the observed motion.
These assumptions are valid in limited laboratory conditions but do not generalize
to real world applications.
The real world is dynamic with short term and long term changes [13]. Short
term dynamic changes such as variation due to lighting, shadows, reflections etc.,
impact the physical appearance of the visual landmarks. Long term dynamic changes
are created by moving objects. Existing localization algorithms need to operate in
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the dynamic world. Although initial localization algorithms followed a static world
assumption, new research to handle dynamic environments has so far been limited
to SLAM with a single sensor [14, 13, 15].
In contrast to the assumptions in SLAM, a real world situation may have multiple
additional motions caused by moving pedestrians, vehicles, doors, etc. that are not
associated with the ego-motion of the device. Existing localization algorithms only
estimate the ego-motion of the sensor platform and ignore all other motions. New
localization algorithms need to estimate multiple motions in the world. Robust
approaches to estimate multiple motion have been limited to expensive epipolar
geometry based factorization [16] that do not exploit the information from additional
sensors.
Finally, in contrast to the third assumption, some recent devices for localization
have multiple sensors that do not always agree on the observed motion. This is
similar to the human condition of motion sickness. In cases where the multi-modal
(multiple sensors) device is on an elevator, vehicle or in a dynamic environment, the
sensors might observe contradictory sensor measurements. To achieve robustness
in such conditions, we need to resolve the contradictions in sensor observations in
order to estimate motion. To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous work
to handle such conditions.
Consider for example, a robot riding a vehicle [17] or an operator with a visual
inertial device on an independent mobile platform (Fig. 1.4). Ego-motion estima-
tion with landmarks inside the vehicle and with landmarks outside the vehicle will
describe two different motions in the dynamic system. Additionally, the motion
observed by the IMU will be in disagreement with the landmarks inside the vehicle.
The cause of this breakdown is the inability of the exteroceptive sensor to observe
the same motion that the interoceptive sensor is observing and vice versa.
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The primary objective of this dissertation is to extend the operation of SLAM to
environments with multiple motions. We have focused our attention on multi-sensor
devices that are prone to contradictory measurements. We defined the duration of
contradictory measurements as motion conflict. Algorithms to detect and resolve
motion conflict are presented in this dissertation. This will enable the application of
localization algorithms to always-on head-mounted helmets, humanoid robots that
chauffeur vehicles, drones that use shared transportation, etc.
1.4 Contributions
The primary contribution of this dissertation was the development of a novel ap-
proach for robust localization in dynamic environments with multiple motions. To
demonstrate this approach, we focused on the motion conflict in Visual Inertial
Odometry. In summary, the contributions are:
• Introduction of the concept of Motion Conflict.
• Novel methods for motion conflict detection.
• Novel methods for motion conflict resolution.
• Development of Motion Conflict aware Visual Inertial Odometry (MC-VIO).
• Evaluation of MC-VIO in challenging environments.
The dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 summarizes existing lo-
calization approaches in dynamic world and gives a brief overview of the current
state-of-the-art VIO. Chapter 3 provides a brief mathematical foundation to VIO.
Chapter 4 extends the VIO to motion conflicts. Chapter 5 describes our approach
to detecting motion conflicts in VIO system. Chapter 6 describes our approach
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to resolving motion conflicts after detection. Chapter 7 provides a description of
the device developed for testing VIO algorithms. Chapter 8 provides a description
of implementation of Motion Conflict aware VIO (MC-VIO) using triple window
optimization strategy. Next, Chapter 9 presents the qualitative and quantitative
evaluation of MC-VIO algorithm. Finally, Chapter 10 presents conclusions and
directions for future work.
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Chapter 2
Background
Initial work on localization in unknown environments shed light on the importance
of uncertainty that exists in sensor observations. This lead Smith et al. [18] to
develop representation for uncertainty in spatial estimation. Their work presented
a novel approach to combine and propagate multiple uncertain pose estimates in a
probabilistic manner. During the same period, Durrant-Whyte et al. [19] worked
on handling uncertainty in geometric features such as points, lines and curves. This
work presented a probabilistic representation of the environment. These initial
innovations in probabilistic representations laid the foundation for localization and
mapping using sensors.
It was quickly realized that localization and mapping was a chicken and egg
problem that required simultaneous estimation of robot pose and environment [20].
Durrant-Whyte et al. [21] proposed that the simultaneous estimation of uncertainty
was essential and convergent, thus coining the acronym Simultaneous Localization
and Mapping.
10
Year Topic Reference
2006 Probabilistic SLAM Durrant-Whyte and Bailey [28, 29]
2008 Visual SLAM Neira et al. [30]
2011 Observability, consistency and con-
vergence
Dissanayake et al. [31]
2012 Visual Odometry Scaramuzza and Fraundorfer [4, 32]
2015 Visual Inertial Odometry Gui et al. [33]
2016 Robust SLAM Cadena et al. [3]
2016 Visual Place Recognition Lowry et al. [34]
Table 2.1: Survey of SLAM.
2.1 Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
Nearly 30 years have passed since the first implementation of SLAM but it still re-
mains an active research problem. Cadena et al. [3] identified that much work needs
to be done in the area of robust performance, high-level understanding, resource
awareness and task-driven inference as we enter the age of robust-perception. The
initial work on SLAM was implemented for mobile robots as a 3D problem using
LIDAR sensors [20, 22]. Today, SLAM provides 6D pose localization using a num-
ber of different sensors [11, 23]. The probabilistic SLAM algorithm is formulated
as a Maximum A Posterior (MAP) estimation problem [24]. The filtering based
approach requires selection of good linearization points for performance comparable
to MAP based estimation [25]. The SLAM algorithm is divided into front-end and
back-end [6] to separate the sensor dependent geometry extraction from the SLAM
estimation problem. MAP estimation is then performed on preprocessed sensor in-
formation [26] using a factor graph [27] in the back-end. Table.2.1 presents existing
surveys on different aspects of SLAM.
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2.2 Visual SLAM
The first monocular camera based visual SLAM using EKF was demonstrated by
Davison et al. [5]. The initial work was limited to a small tracking area due to
computational resources requirements. PTAM [6] on the other hand divided the
algorithm into front-end and back-end. Thus, it was able to implement a bundle
adjustment based MAP solver in the back-end. The initial approaches were based on
feature extraction and matching in the front-end [35, 36, 7, 8]. The seminal work by
Longuet-Higgins [37] introduced the 8-point minimal solver for obtaining structure
and position from feature correspondences in multiple views. The minimal solver was
an essential component of Visual SLAM front-end to convert the camera information
into geometric information for MAP estimation. Nister et al. [38] introduced the 5-
point minimal solver reducing the correspondences required for geometry estimation.
The minimal solver was combined with perspective projection solvers [39] in the
front-end of modern feature based visual SLAM [1, 8].
Newcombe et al. [40] introduced the use of direct pixel alignment for pose estima-
tion. The direct approach was robust to camera noise and blur. In contrast to the
sparse feature based approach, the direct approach used photometric information
for matching [9, 10, 11, 12]. The direct approach was computationally expensive
and was far from real-time on resource constrained devices. Forster et al. [10] pre-
sented a combination of sparse and direct approach where the sparse features are
matched using the dense feature matching technique. Engel et al. [11] extended the
semi-dense approach to large scale environments by using keyframes. In contrast,
ORB-SLAM [8] argued the importance of improved accuracy achieved by a sparse
feature based approach. Recently, Whelan et al. [23] introduced deformable graphs
for optimizing the maps generated by direct SLAM. Interestingly, optimizing the
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map improved the localization accuracy.
2.3 Localization in active environments
In order to improve the robustness of SLAM in dynamic environments, many existing
approaches have used outlier rejection techniques in feature matching step [30, 41].
This approach has been suitable for short term dynamic environments, but cannot
handle slowly changing or highly dynamic environment. In contrast to this approach
Wang and Thorpe [42] introduced theoretical and mathematical foundations for
SLAMMOT which combined detection and tracking of moving objects (DATMO)
with SLAM. The feasibility of this approach could be demonstrated, but it was
computationally expensive. Similarly, SLAMIDE [14] provided a theoretical model
for using dynamic objects in MAP estimation problems. Recently, for autonomous
driving assistance, Reddy et al. [15] presented a factor graph based approach to
track moving cars with ego-motion estimation. Existing approaches are applicable
only for limited environments and none of these approaches extend to visually and
inertially challenging environments.
2.4 Visual inertial sensor fusion
Initial sensor fusion of visual and inertial measurement was carried out in a loosely
coupled manner [43, 44, 45] using an extended Kalman filter. Lupton and Sukkarieh
[45] presented pre-integration of the IMU measurements for quick estimation of the
IMU initial states. Forster et al. [46] extended pre-integration to SE(3) manifold.
Mourikis and Roumeliotis [47] introduced an augmented state Kalman filter that
performed a tightly coupled estimation of visual and inertial states. Careful ini-
tialization and calibration of the IMU was essential to prevent the divergence of
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the EKF. Jones and Soatto [48] presented a detailed study of observability of the
visual inertial sensor fusion. Recently, OKVIS [49] introduced a MAP estimation
using nonlinear optimization for VIO. OKVIS performed a tight coupling of visual
and inertial state estimation. ORB SLAM [8] extended the VIO to handle bias
re-initialization during loop closure. All existing visual inertial algorithms reject
measurements that do not agree with the inertial measurements as outliers.
We follow a tightly coupled VIO approach similar to OKVIS but do not make
the assumption that both visual and inertial measurements are in agreement with
each other. Instead of performing a consensus-based outlier rejection we use motion
conflict detection to handle both visually and inertially challenging environments.
To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing approaches address these envi-
ronments.
2.5 Multi-motion estimation in dynamic environ-
ments
Dynamic environment poses a serious challenge to ego-motion estimation as it vio-
lates the static assumption. Most existing approaches handle dynamic environments
by discarding them from the estimation problem [41] or as multi-body tracking
problem [42]. In approaches that discard dynamic environments, either weighting
approach is used to suppress the effect of dynamic environments [50] or active re-
moval of dynamic environment by motion segmentation is performed [51]. In visual
inertial odometry approaches, the inertial information is used to reject dynamic
environment [52]. The dynamic environment is rejected based on the predictions
provided by inertial information. An innovation test is used to reject points that do
not agree with the inertial measurements [1]. The existing visual inertial approaches
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tend to discard the visual motion not in agreement with the IMU measurements. In
the approach presented in this work. We use the visual information not in agree-
ment with the IMU to estimate motion conflict and guide the multi-sensor visual
odometry estimation.
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Chapter 3
Visual Inertial Odometry
Algorithms used for localization are dependent on the type of sensors and the target
application. Cameras have become popular sensors for localization because they
are cheap, compact, and provide large information bandwidth. Similarly, low cost
Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs) have gained accuracy and popularity in recent
years due to the advancement of miniaturized electronic sensors. This has made
both cameras and IMUs suitable sensors for most localization applications both
indoors and outdoors.
In this chapter, an introduction to the Visual Inertial Odometry (VIO) algorithm
that uses both cameras and IMUs is presented. First, the coordinate frames and
the sensor models needed to understand the contents of this chapter are discussed.
Then we introduce the Visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (VSLAM)
algorithm which uses only cameras as sensors. In VSLAM we focus on the sensor
driven visual odometry frontend. We then introduce VIO algorithm which combines
inertial measurements with visual odometry. This lays the theoretical foundation
for rest of the dissertation. Finally, the necessary state estimation and mathematical
representations used to solve the VIO algorithm are explained.
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Figure 3.1: The different frame coordinates and the transformations between them
used in VIO algorithm.
3.1 Preliminaries
In order to provide the foundation for VIO, the coordinate frames and the sensor
models adopted are presented in this section.
3.1.1 Coordinate Frames & Conventions
The following general notations are used: Vectors are represented using a bold
italic font and matrices are represented using a bold upright font. A coordinate
frame A is denoted using FA−→. A point p in coordinate frame A is represented as
Ap. Its equivalent homogeneous coordinate is represented as Ap = [Ap, 1]T . The
transformation from FA−→ to FB−→ is described by the homogeneous transformation
matrix TBA. The rotation part is represented using quaternion qBA := [, γ]
T ∈
S3.  and γ are the imaginary and real parts of the quaternion respectively. qBA
corresponds to the rotation matrix CBA. The Hamilton convention [53] is adopted
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for quaternion operations. The rotation matrix CBA takes a point
Ap in FA−→ to
frame FB−→. A vector representing a measurement such as angular rotation from FC−→
to FB−→measured in frame FA−→ is indicated by
AY˜BC . An estimated state is represented
as Xˆ.
The coordinate frames used in VIO are presented in Figure 3.1. We assume a
multi-camera system (subscripted with i = 1, . . . , N) rigidly attached to an IMU.
The ith camera frame at time k is represented as FCik−−→. Similarly, the IMU sensor
frame at time k is represented as FBk−−→. The world coordinate frame FW−→ is arbitrarily
fixed as the gravity aligned starting point of the system. FW−→ is assumed to be time-
invariant.
3.1.2 Camera Model
P = (X,Y, Z)
x
z
y
FC−→
y
x
v
u
(u, v)
(ox, oy)
Figure 3.2: The pinhole camera projection model.
A camera focuses the light from the environment onto an imaging sensor using
a lens. The imaging sensor is placed at the focal plane of the lens. An image of
the world is generated at the focal plane based on perspective projection pi(·). The
imaging sensor converts the projected light into a digital image. Assuming the lens
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to be equivalent to a pinhole, we can use a simplified pinhole camera model as illus-
trated in Figure 3.2 to convert a point in world coordinates Wp = [WX,W Y,W Z, 1]T
to image coordinates x = (u, v) (Eq. 3.1).
Cip = TCiW
Wp
u = fi
CiX
CiZ
+ ox, v = −fi
CiY
CiZ
+ oy
pi : R3 −→ R2; P −→ u
(3.1)
We assume the thin lens to have a focal length fi in pixels. In the above Equation,
(ox, oy) is the offset of the principle point relative to the image reference frame. In
a non-ideal case, due to the impurities and physical nature of the lens, the images
generated by the camera are also affected by distortion and noises. We have assumed
that the images are corrected for these distortions before being used for VIO.
3.1.3 IMU Model
An Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) provides the measurement of rotational rates
Bω˜WB and accelerations a˜B with respect to the sensor coordinate frame FB−→. The
measurements provided by the IMU are corrupted by both systematic and stochastic
noises. A continuous time IMU model is described by Equation 3.2.
Bω˜WB(t) =
BωWB(t) + bg(t) + ηg(t)
Ba˜(t) = RTWB(t)(
Wa(t)−W g(t)) + ba(t) + ηa(t)
(3.2)
In the above Equation, Wg represents the gravity and RTWB represents the trans-
formation from FB−→ to FW−→. This model assumes that the measurements are only
affected by an additive white noise η = [ηg,ηa] and a slow varying sensor bias
b = [bg, ba]. It ignores misalignment, g-sensitivity and other thermal variations
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that might be present in a low quality IMU. The simple model trades off the com-
putational complexity for reduced accuracy and is sufficient for navigational grade
IMUs. However, a higher fidelity model [54] might be needed in cases were the IMU
is not factory calibrated.
3.2 Visual SLAM
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Figure 3.3: Block diagram presenting the visual SLAM algorithm.
The challenge of localization in an environment with no prior map is solved
using Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) algorithm [28, 29]. SLAM
estimates the position and orientation of the system while creating a map of the
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environment using a probabilistic representation. SLAM is primarily divided into
frontend and backend [6]. The frontend deals with the feature extraction, match-
ing and outlier rejection needed for local position and orientation estimation. The
backend deals with loop closure and pose graph optimization. This subdivision of
SLAM has allowed us to focus on sensor challenges in the frontend, independent of
the geometric mapping challenges in the backend.
Using cameras as sensors, image based SLAM (Visual SLAM) similar to Strasdat
et al. [55] can be implemented. The basic anatomy of Visual SLAM (VSLAM) is
presented in Figure 3.3. The frontend of VSLAM takes the images generated by the
camera as inputs and produces estimates of the system’s position and orientation.
In order to achieve this, either dense or sparse feature based approaches can be
used. Dense feature based approaches perform energy minimization using the entire
image for estimating motion, skipping the generation of geometric correspondences
[56, 57]. However, sparse feature based approaches rely on detection and matching
of image features to generate correspondences. In this work, we have followed the
sparse feature based approach because it is computationally less expensive compared
to the dense feature based approach [8, 55, 10].
In the frontend, image processing to extract feature correspondences is per-
formed. As illustrated in the block diagram (Fig. 3.3), the feature extraction step
generates visual features from the images. The visual features generated are dis-
tinct, recognizable points in the image. Based on the feature point and its image
neighborhood, a rotation and scale invariant feature descriptor is created. The fea-
ture matching process matches the feature descriptors from images generated at the
same time step from different cameras to create static matches. It also matches
feature descriptors from images generated at different time steps to generate tempo-
ral matches. If previously generated three-dimensional landmarks exist, matching
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Images at time step tk−1
Images at time step tk
W lj
(2)
(1)
(3)
Figure 3.4: Matches are generated between: (1) different images at the same time
step, (2) image at the current time step and images at previous time steps, (3) image
at the current time step and previously generated landmarks.
between the landmarks and features in the image at the current time step is also
performed. Figure 3.4 illustrates the feature matching process. At the end of the
feature matching process, we get three types of correspondences:
1. 2D-2D static matches from images at the same time step.
2. 2D-2D temporal matches from images at different time steps.
3. 3D-2D matches from world landmarks and images at the current time step.
For the 2D-2D matches detected, based on a probabilistic estimate of the trans-
formation between the views, triangulation is performed to convert the correspon-
dences into landmarks in the world coordinate frame (FW−→). These correspondences
provide geometric constraints between different views, which are used later for esti-
mating the position and orientation of the system.
A RANSAC based outlier rejection process that is bootstrapped using a minimal
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solver is used to filter correspondences and remove noisy feature matches. Finally,
the initial position and orientation provided by the minimal solver is combined
with the geometric constraints created by the filtered correspondences to create an
optimization problem. This optimization problem is limited to only the landmarks
seen in the recent frames, thus it is local. The solution to the optimization problem
is the position and orientation of the system at the current time step.
In the backend, a complete geometric problem representing all the positions and
orientations of the system generated by the frontend is maintained using a pose
graph representation [26]. Additionally, place recognition algorithms [34] which
identify previously visited scene are used to detect loops in the trajectory traveled.
The detected loops are used as additional constraints on the pose graph. Finally, by
optimizing the large pose graph with loops, a refined estimate of the position and
the orientation of the system is obtained.
3.3 Visual Inertial Odometry
The frontend of VSLAM is implemented independently as Visual Odometry (VO)
[4] in resource constrained applications that do not require long term localization.
VO provides an estimate of the system’s position and orientation using only vi-
sual observations made in the recent past. VO can be complemented with inertial
measurements to improve the robustness and accuracy of the estimated position
and orientation. The fusion of VO with inertial measurements gives rise to Visual
Inertial Odometry (VIO) (Fig. 3.5).
VIO can be formulated as a loosely coupled [43, 52] or tightly coupled [47, 1]
optimization problem. In the loosely coupled optimization approach, the visual and
inertial systems are considered as independent black boxes until the final optimiza-
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Figure 3.5: Block diagram illustrating the Visual Inertial Odometry (VIO) algo-
rithm.
tion step where sensor fusion occurs. In this step, the observations from the visual
system are used to provide corrections to the IMU biases and initialization points
for IMU integration. However, the visual system does not gain any benefit from the
improved inertial system. In contrast, the tightly coupled approach performs a joint
optimization of the visual and inertial systems. The joint optimization ensures that
all the correlations between the states are exploited, thereby ensuring a more precise
estimate of the position and orientation of the system at the cost of computational
complexity. The bias corrected IMU information is used to predict the position of
visual features during feature matching and to calculate the transformation needed
for landmark triangulation from 2D-2D matches. It is also added as an additional
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constraint to the motion of the system, thereby improving the accuracy of the po-
sition and orientation given by the local optimization. In our implementation, we
have chosen the tightly coupled approach, due to its improved accuracy.
Based on the reference coordinate frame required, the VIO is formulated with
respect to the local sensor coordinate frame (FB−→) or the global world coordinate
frame (FW−→). If the local coordinate frame is used, the position and orientation
generated are locally optimal but need not be globally optimal. Though the residuals
being optimized might be frame independent, the covariance associated with using
global coordinate frame is continuously increasing. This can pose challenges during
loop closure [58]. Thus, in situations where local consistency is sufficient such as
robot navigation, the representation with respect to global coordinate is avoided.
However, in this work we have estimated the position and orientation of the system
with respect to the world coordinate frame (FW−→), thus ensuring global consistency.
3.4 Keyframe Based Visual Inertial Odometry
VIO is improved by recursively estimating the positions and orientations of the
system over a window of images in the recent past. This is equivalent to estimating
the local trajectory instead of estimating the current position and orientation of the
system. This approach improves the accuracy and robustness of VIO by ensuring
that for features repeatedly observed over multiple times, constraints involving all
the positions and orientations associated with it are optimized. This is in contrast to
the previously discussed approach where only the current position and orientation
of the system is optimized.
If the images in the window of the recent past are devoid of features or corrupted
by erroneous optimization, VIO can have an irrecoverable failure. Hence past images
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Figure 3.6: Block diagram presenting the keyframe based visual inertial odometry
algorithm.
with significant scene variations called keyframes [26] are added to the window of
recent past images to improve the robustness of VIO. In our approach, the region of
overlap between the landmarks in the map with those in the current image is used
to determine if an image is significantly different. A small overlap indicates a large
scene variation and hence the image is declared a keyframe.
Figure 3.6 illustrates the keyframe based visual inertial odometry algorithm. In
contrast to VIO presented in the previous section, matching is performed against
a window of past N images and M keyframes. Map management is carried out to
marginalize and remove old images and to ensure the elimination of landmarks that
are not repeatedly observed.
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3.5 State Estimation
VIO is formulated using the probabilistic state estimation of a discrete time hidden
Markov chain (Fig. 3.7). The objective of the optimization problem described in
the previous section is to determine the maximum a-posteriori probability (MAP)
of the state Xk that best describes the position and orientation of the system. The
state Xk is indirectly observable based on the camera measurements zk = {zi,j,k |
j ∈ landmarks, i ∈ cameras} and IMU measurement uk = {Ba,BωWB} at time
step k.
X1X0
z1
Xk−1
zk−1
uk−1u1
Xk
uk
zk
Map M
. . .
Figure 3.7: The hidden Markov model that describes estimation of hidden state Xk
based on IMU and camera observations.
The state vector of the VIO system is described by the pose WpWB, orientation
qWB and velocity
Bv. Additionally, the IMU biases ba, bg and the position of
landmarks W lj are also added to the state vector. The complete set of hidden
states estimated is described in the table 3.1.
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Parameter State Local parameterization
Position in FW−→
Wp ∈ R3 δp ∈ R3
Orientation in FW−→ qWB ∈ S
3 δα ∈ R3
Linear velocity in FB−→
Bv ∈ R3 δv ∈ R3
Accelerometer bias ba ∈ R3 δba ∈ R3
Gyroscope bias bg ∈ R3 δbg ∈ R3
Landmark j in FW−→
Wlj ∈ R4 δlj ∈ R3
Table 3.1: The states estimated in the visual inertial odometry.
The state,
Xk :=
[
WpWB
T
, qTWB,
BvTWB, b
T
g , b
T
a ,
Wl1
T
. . . Wln
T
]
k
∈ R3×S3×R9×R4n
of the VIO system with a-priori mapM is defined by a probabilistic a-posteriori
distribution P (Xk|X1:k−1, z1:k,u1:k,M). Since we assume the states evolve ac-
cording to a Markov model, the current state Xk depends only on the previous
state Xk−1 and the latest odometry uk provided by the IMU and is independent of
past states. Therefore,
P (Xk|X1:k−1, z1:k,u1:k,M) = P (Xk|Xk−1, z1:k,uk,M)
Next, we also make the assumption that the measurements zk are conditionally
independent of the past states. This implies
P (zk|X1:k, z1:k−1,u1:k,M) = P (zk|Xk,uk,M)
Under these two assumptions the a-posteriori distribution of the states at a given
time step k is,
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P (Xk|z1:k,u1:k) =
Measurement model︷ ︸︸ ︷
P (zk|Xk,M) ×
∫
P (Xk|Xk−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Propagation model
P (Xk−1|zk−1,uk,M)
(3.3)
Given P (Xk|z1:k,u1:k), an optimal estimate with respect to Maximum a-posteriori
(MAP) criterion is provided by
Xˆk = argmax
X
P (Xk | z1:k,u1:k) (3.4)
An error state estimator described in the next subsection is used to find Xˆk.
3.5.1 Error State Estimator
A non-linear optimization problem is formulated using the error state representation
of the system near Xˆk. The high frequency IMU data uk−1:k is used to propagate
the last estimated state Xˆk−1 to a nominal state Xk. The nominal state has errors
from model imperfections and unaccounted noises. These errors are accumulated in
the error state δXk. The error state δXk is mapped into its minimal representation
δχk using Φ.
δχk = Φ
−1(log(Xk))
Xk = exp(Φ(δχk))
(3.5)
Xˆk = Xk ⊕ δχk (3.6)
The minimal representation of error state δXk for VIO is given by,
δχk :=
[
δpT δαT δvT δbTg δb
T
a δl
T
j
]
∈ R15+3N
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In VIO, we assume measurements from a synchronized IMU-camera pair are
obtained at every image time step. Since the IMU measurements are captured at a
higher rate than the image rate, the IMU measurements at time step k consist of all
the values from image time step k − 1 to k, uk = {ωk−1:k,ak−1:k}. Additionally,
visual correspondences with respect to the landmarks in the world zk = {zi,j,k | j ∈
landmarks, i ∈ cameras} are obtained.
The previous estimate state Xˆk−1 is propagated (Xk = f(Xˆk−1,uk)) using uk
according to the IMU kinematics f(.) described in Equation 3.7.
W p˙ = CWB
Sv
q˙WB =
1
2
Ω(Sω˜WB − bg)qWB
˙Bv
WB
w = (
Sa˜WB − ba) +W g
b˙g = nbg
b˙a = −1
τ
ba + nba
(3.7)
where Ω(.) defines the cross product matrix operator for rotation rates and nbg,nba
are random walk noises obtained from the IMU manufacturer. The nonlinear con-
tinuous time IMU kinematics f(.) can be linearized and represented as a difference
Equation:
δχ˙ ≈ Fd(X˜k)δχk + Q(X˜k) (3.8)
where Q is the process noise and Fd is the first order Taylor series approximation
of f(.) as follows:
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Fd :=

03x3 [C˜WB
Bv]× C˜WS 03x3 03x3
03x3 03x3 03x3 C˜WS 03x3
03x3 −C˜WS[Wg]× −[Bω]× −[Bv˜]× −I3x3
03x3 03x3 03x3 03x3 03x3
03x3 03x3 03x3 03x3 − 1τ I3x3

(3.9)
A non-linear camera measurement model is used to convert the measurement zk
into a landmark state W l.
W l = TWBTBC(pi
−1(zk)) (3.10)
The transformation TWBTBC converts the measurement from the camera co-
ordinate frame to the world coordinate frame. TBC is the rigid transformation
between the camera and the IMU defined during the design stage of the system.
pi(.) is the projection function defined by the camera sensor model (Eq. 3.1). The
reprojection error of landmark W lj in camera i after state propagation is given by
ei,j,kr := z
i,j,k − pii(TCBTˆBWW lj) (3.11)
The prediction error is the difference between the predicted state Xk and the
estimated state Xˆk. The predicted state is obtained by the propogation of state
Xk−1 to the image time step k. The error vector is composed of the differences in
position pk, velocity vk and biases bg, ba between the predicted and the estimated
value. Since a difference operator is not defined for orientation, we define quaternion
based ⊕ operator that provides an approximate distance between the predicted and
estimated orientations.
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eks(xk, xk+1,
Bak−1:k,Bωk−1:k) =

pˆWBk − pWBk
2(qˆWBk ⊕ qWBk−1)
Svˆk −S vk
bˆgk − bgk
bˆak − bak

(3.12)
Finally, a joint optimization combining both the prediction error and the re-
projection error at the image time step k is formulated as a weighted sum. The
weight matrix Wr and Ws are determined from the inverse of the covariance in the
measurements.
J (δχk) :=
K∑
k=1
∑
i
∑
j∈J(k,i)
ei,k,j
T
r Wre
i,k,j
r︸ ︷︷ ︸
reprojection error
+
K∑
k=2
ek
T
s Wse
k
s︸ ︷︷ ︸
prediction error
(3.13)
The objective of our estimator is to minimize this error. The solution to this
problem gives the position and orientation of the system with respect to the world
coordinate. In the next subsection we describe the non-linear optimizer required to
solve this objective function.
3.5.2 Non-Linear Optimization
The minimization of nonlinear objective function in the estimator is performed using
the Gauss-Newton (GN) method. The objective function (Eq. 3.13) is represented
in an approximate linear form using Equation 3.14.
Hδχ = b (3.14)
The matrix b contains the residuals and correspondingly H ≈ J(∇(J ))T is the
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Figure 3.8: A windowed optimization framework is used to solve for the keyframe
based visual inertial odometry.
hessian of residual function (Eq. 3.13). The Gauss Newton method is an iterative
solver where the estimates δχ converge to the minima.
The size of H depends upon the number of states estimated. To keep the com-
putation bounded, past states are marginalized out using Schur complement of H
as described by [1].
At each time step k we optimize a double window of states as illustrated in
Figure 3.8. Residuals of N states in the IMU window and M states in the keyframe
window are optimized. Since the final optimization problem can be large if all
the N + M states are used, the states are partitioned into XT and Xsb and
marginalized based on the window they belong to. XT corresponds to the position
and orientation states, while Xsb corresponds to the speed and bias states.
Xk :=
[
WpTWS, q
T
WS,
BvTWB, b
T
g , b
T
a , l
W
1
T
. . . lWn
T
]
k
XT Xsb
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When a state goes out of the IMU window, if it belongs to an image that is a
keyframe, the speed and bias states Xsb are marginalized and the reduced state
XT is added to the keyframe window. If the state does not belong to a keyframe,
it is completely marginalized out. Finally, when a reduced state XTK goes out of
the keyframe window, it is also completely marginalized out.
The Ceres [59] library was used to implement the optimization. Ceres exploits the
sparsity of the hessian matrix and thus provides a fast implementation. The result
of the optimization is the Maximum a-posteriori of the state Xˆk (Eq. 3.4). Thus
the non-linear optimization is used to solve the states in the error state estimator.
The result of the state estimator is the position and orientation of the system with
respect to the world.
3.6 Summary
Visual Inertial Odometry(VIO) is the frontend of the IMU-camera fusion based
SLAM algorithm. In this chapter, the camera and the IMU models needed for
the implementation of VIO algorithm were introduced. In particular, we discussed
about the image processing steps and geometry based estimation steps needed for
keyframe based VIO. Finally, the representation and tools needed for non-linear state
estimation were presented. The optimization framework that helps us to determine
the most optimal position and orientation of the system according to the Maximum
a-posteriori criteria was discussed. The keyframe based VIO is the foundation for
motion conflict aware visual inertial odometry which will be presented in chapter 8.
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Chapter 4
Motion conflict in Multi-sensor
Localization
The real-world environment is cluttered with static and dynamic objects of different
physical and visual characteristics. Therefore, to provide robust localization in the
real-world, multi-sensor devices with complementary sensors are used. However,
robust localization of these devices remains a challenge, particularly in environments
with multiple motions, specular reflections, repeating patterns and non-rigid objects.
Figure 4.1 presents scenes encountered in our every-day life that are challenging for
localization algorithm. Improvements in multi-sensor localization algorithms that
Figure 4.1: Challenging real-world scenes encountered by multi-sensor devices. The
sample images presented are from public datasets available for computer vision
applications.
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handle challenging environments will bring us one step closer to the application of
robotics, augmented reality and other services that rely on accurate localization into
our daily lives.
Visual-inertial sensor combination for localization has recently gained promi-
nence. The localization of the visual-inertial device is performed based on proba-
bilistic fusion of complementary sensor measurements as described in the previous
chapter. In this chapter, we investigate the impact of contradictory sensor measure-
ments on localization in a tightly coupled fusion of visual-inertial measurements.
Our investigations indicate that even short durations of contradictory sensor mea-
surements can introduce errors in localization. These errors are caused due to vio-
lation of assumptions that simplify localization.
We define the fundamental disagreement, as opposed to that due to noise, be-
tween measurements in a multi-sensor device that reduces the accuracy and robust-
ness of the estimated motion as motion conflict. First, we present our motivation
for detecting and handling contradictory sensor measurements. It is followed by
Section 4.3 which provides the definition of motion conflict along with a framework
to handle motion conflicts in multi-sensor localization.
4.1 Motivation
In order to achieve reliable localization, we need to exploit the correlation that ex-
ists between the pose (position and orientation) of the system and the landmarks in
the map of the system’s surroundings [60]. In this regard, Simultaneous Localiza-
tion and Mapping (SLAM) is a probabilistic approach that has enabled localization
based on joint estimation of both the pose of the system, and the map of the sys-
tem’s surroundings. Although SLAM has already been demonstrated in limited
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environments, much has to be done to make the approach robust to handle large
variations in day-to-day applications [3].
Dynamic environments pose a major challenge for robust localization. Most
existing localization algorithms attempt to discard dynamic landmarks as outliers
based on the assumption that the world is predominantly static [61] with respect to
the inertial frame of reference. However, there has been limited work that explores
the independent motion of dynamic landmarks observed from the inertial frame of
reference [62, 15]. Based on the type of real-world application, localization needs to
be performed with respect to the inertial frame or a moving frame of reference. None
of the existing approaches provide a solution to incorporate such requirements. In
multi-sensor devices with IMU, we have the ability to directly observe the motion in
the inertial reference frame, thus providing a distinction between localization with
respect to inertial and moving frames.
The motions with respect to different coordinate frames cause disagreement in
sensor measurements. This enables us to identify dynamic landmarks and perform
localization with respect to inertial or moving frames of reference. The motivation of
this dissertation is to explore multiple motions in the environment and thus provide
an elegant approach for localization in dynamic environments.
4.1.1 Contradictory Sensor Measurements
The current state-of-the-art, visual inertial odometry algorithms [1] produce erro-
neous resultant trajectories when contradictory sensor measurements are present in
the input. In order to qualitatively understand the impact of contradictory sensor
measurements in the resultant trajectory, camera obscuration was simulated using
a dataset of the real-world.
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Figure 4.2: The resultant trajectory with varying duration of artificially simulated
visual obscuration (0 to 40 seconds). With an increase in the duration of artificially
simulated motion conflict, the resultant trajectory suffered from a larger tracking
error.
Figure 4.3: The gyroscope biases estimated by the reference VIO algorithm [1]. As
the duration of measurement disagreement increases, there is a larger instability in
the estimated states compared to the baseline.
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We simulated the condition where an visual obscuration which is stationary with
respect to the camera contradicted with motion observations from an IMU. In order
to achieve this, we first collected a real-world dataset where an operator carried the
visual inertial device along a rectangular indoor corridor. Following this, we carried
out a post processing step in which simulated camera obscurations were added over
specified intervals. This enabled us to vary the camera obscuration intervals that
contained contradictory sensor measurements.
Figure 4.4: The accelerometer biases estimated by the reference VIO algorithm [1].
As the duration of the measurement disagreement increased, there was a larger
instability in the estimated states.
During obscuration period, a simulated object that experienced the same motion
as the visual-inertial device was projected into the images thus creating stationary
visual measurements, whereas the IMU observed the motion with respect to the
inertial frame. This generated visual and inertial measurements that contradicted
each other regarding the motion of the system.
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A baseline was established based on the resultant trajectory generated from the
reference VIO algorithm using the unaltered dataset. As observed in the top-left
resultant trajectory plot in Figure 4.2, the reference algorithm [1] produced a tra-
jectory consistent with the path travelled along the rectangular corridor. However,
as we introduced increasing durations of contradictory sensor measurements as a
perturbation to the system (Fig. 4.2), the accuracy of the resultant trajectories de-
graded. Eventually, with large durations of artificially simulated obscurations, the
trajectories failed to resemble the path travelled along the corridor.
In Figure 4.4 and 4.3, the estimated bias hidden states were compared with
the states estimated in the baseline. The interval of contradictory sensor measure-
ments introduced instability in the state estimator. The instability increased with
an increase in the duration of perturbation created by contradictory sensor mea-
surements.
Thus, we concluded that the reference VIO algorithm was not robust enough
to handle contradictory sensor measurements. In devices with multiple sensors, the
assumptions on sensor measurements were violated in many challenging conditions.
Hence it was essential to reconsider the assumptions made in visual inertial odometry
algorithms.
4.1.2 Limitations of Markovian Localization
There are two simplifying assumptions made in Markovian localization (Fig. 4.5).
The first assumption states that the current state Xk depends only on the input
uk and the previous state Xk−1. The second assumption states that the measure-
ments zk are completely described by the current state of the system. These two
assumptions are the basis for the propogation and update performed in the VIO
algorithm.
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Figure 4.5: The hidden Markov model (HMM) that describes the estimation of state
Xk based on IMU and camera observations. The two assumptions of the HMM are
on the propagation and measurement update.
The first assumption has been made on the temporal evolution of the device
states in a single co-ordinate frame. This inherently requires the input uk to be
in the same co-ordinate frame as the state estimator. However, in conditions with
multiple sensors, the device might receive measurements in multiple co-ordinate
frames without observable transformation between them. In such cases, the evo-
lution of the device states needs to consider the multiple independent coordinate
frames appropriately.
The second assumption has been made on the measurement update needed to
correct the estimated motion. In a dynamic world, the measurements are often
affected by changes not completely predicted by the state estimator. These changes
can be caused by short-term dynamics or long-term dynamics that exist in the
environment [13].
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4.2 Motion Conflict
Figure 4.6: Example of motion conflict: A passenger with a visual inertial device in
a moving car observed static landmarks outside (green) with large optical flow and
moving landmarks on the dashboard (red) with small optical flow. Each group of
landmarks produced a different ego-motion estimate. Landmarks with noisy optical
flow (blue) gave rise to incorrect ego-motion estimates.
We can conclude that Markov assumptions limit the localization estimation to a
single motion in one co-ordinate frame in a static world. When the assumptions
are relaxed, we can extend localization to multiple motions in a dynamic world.
In order to achieve this, it is necessary to determine the co-ordinate frames of the
measurements and modify the state estimators to provide multiple motion estimates
in different co-ordinate frames. When localization is performed without these ex-
tensions, it gives rise to errors.
For example, consider a robot driving a vehicle [17] or a passenger carrying a
VIO device on a mobile platform (Fig. 4.6). In order to estimate the motion of
the VIO device with respect to the inertial frame, the IMU measurements and the
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landmarks outside the vehicle can be used, as they are in agreement with respect
to the targeted motion. However, the landmarks inside the vehicle do not convey
information regarding this motion. This condition is reversed if we need to esti-
mate the motion of the VIO with respect to the vehicle frame. Hence there is a
disagreement between the motion estimated using the landmarks consistent with
IMU measurements and vice versa. This is termed as motion conflict.
4.3 Motion conflict model
To develop a general model for localization with a multi-sensor device, we need to
determine when measurements are not compatible for sensor fusion. Additionally,
we also need to determine with respect to which frame of reference the measurements
need to be fused during the disagreement. Thus, the first step in a motion conflict
aware localization system is to detect the motion conflicts (fig. 4.7). The next step
in a motion conflict aware localization system is to resolve the motion conflicts
with respect to the required frame of reference for the trajectories being estimated.
Figure 4.7: The general overview of motion conflict resolution in multi-sensor local-
ization.
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Figure 4.7 describes the components for motion conflict aware multi-sensor local-
ization. The motion conflict detection and motion conflict resolution are additional
components used to extend existing multi-sensor localization to be conflict aware.
4.3.1 Motion conflict in VIO
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a2, ω2a1, ω1
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Figure 4.8: Visual Inertial Motion conflict (Bayesian model).
In the rest of our discussion, we will focus on the visual-inertial device as the
platform for multi-sensor localization. A vision-only device in an active dynamic
environment observes different motions in the scene such as moving cars [16, 15],
doors [63, 64] etc. These motions are referenced with respect to the local camera
frame. However, a visual-inertial device observes motions in both the local visual
frame and the inertial frame of reference.
When the sensor measurements are compatible and there exists only a single
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relevant coordinate frame, the sensor fusion proceeds according to existing tightly
coupled VIO as described in the previous chapter. Tightly coupled VIO state es-
timation is modeled using a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [49]. However, when
motion conflict is encountered, the state estimator is forked to estimate independent
states XI , XV . These states provide motion estimate in inertial and local camera
co-ordinate frames. For simplicity, we assume a single local camera frame V used to
describe the motion consistent with the camera measurements and an inertial frame
I used to describe the motion consistent with the inertial frame (Fig. 4.8). It is
easy to extend this approach to more than two co-ordinate frames.
XV :=
[
pV SV
T
qV S
T lV0
T
. . . lVn
T
]
∈ R3 × S3 × R4n
XI :=
[
pWSW
T
qWS
T vWSW
T
bTg b
T
a
]
∈ R3 × S3 × R9
By maintaining two independent states during the motion conflict interval, the
corruption of bias states due to inconsistent visual measurements was prevented. In
order to perform probabilistic MAP estimate after a fork, the last state Xm− before
motion was used as an a´ priori.
The MAP estimates of the states XI and XV are described as follows:
XˆI = argmax
XIk
P(Xm−) P(X
I
k−1 | Xm−) P(XIk | XIk−1,uk) (4.1)
XˆVk = argmax
XV
P(Xm−) P(X
V
k−1 | Xm−) P(XV k | XVk−1, zi,j,k) (4.2)
In Equation (4.1) and (4.2) we used the last estimated state before the motion
conflict as a´ priori P (Xm−). The transition probability P (X
I
k−1 | Xm−) describes
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the IMU-only state based on the latest estimated state. We assumed in this example
that the VIO state was aligned to the inertial frame. Hence, an unit transfer function
was used as the transition probability between the latest estimated state and the
IMU only state. On the other hand, the transition probability P(XV | Xm−) was a
rigid transform described by the set of initial visual observation in the inertial frame
of reference.
In conventional VIO, the past states are linearized during state estimation to
reduce computational complexity. Improper linearization can lead to errors in the
state estimator. For motion conflict aware visual inertial odometry, the lineariza-
tion of states had to consider the motion conflict interval. Delayed linearization
was performed for the states before and after the conflict interval. A window of
un-marginalized states was maintained in the HMM to facilitate the delayed lin-
earization. This separated the states into three sections: prior conflict states, post
conflict states and during conflict states.
4.4 Motion Conflict Cases
In this section, the different conditions with motion conflict are described. In visual
inertial odometry, based on the sources of the motion conflict we broadly identify
two cases of motion conflict. The left image in Figure 4.9 shows the case where a
camera C observes a moving objects with a local coordinate frame S in the world I.
The features on the visually moving object are the primary source of motion conflict
in this scene. The right image in Figure 4.9 shows the case where a robot equipped
with visual-inertial device moves a cylinder from position A to position B inside a
moving train coach. Motion conflict is caused when the IMU observes motion in
the inertial frame I while the camera on the end effectors of the robot R observes
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Figure 4.9: Two cases of motion conflict: Left - visually challenging case where a
moving object is the source of motion conflict. Right - visual-intertially challenging
case where a robot equipped with a visual inertial device moves from position A to
position B inside a moving train coach. In this the visual sensor completely fails to
observe the motion of the train coach.
motion in the frame T of the train coach.
The two cases of motion conflict are:
1. Visually challenging for example:
• secondary moving objects not fixed to the world are visible.
• reflective objects with non-Lambertian projection model are visible.
2. Visually and inertially challenging for example
• a VIO device carried on a moving platform that observes objects that are
both attached to the moving platform and the world.
• a VIO device carried on a moving platform that observes objects that are
attached to other independently moving frames.
In the visually challenging case only the measurement independence assumption
of Markovian localization is violated while in the visual inertially challenging case
both the assumptions of Markovian localization are violated. In a visually chal-
lenging case, during motion conflict interval, the coordinate frame of the estimator
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remains attached to the device, while in visual-inertial challenging case during mo-
tion conflict interval multiple coordinate frames are encountered.
4.4.1 Motion conflict examples
This section describes common motion conflict scenarios encountered in day-to-day
activities. In daily application the inertial frame of reference is assumed to be
consistent with the global frame of reference.
Elevator
A visual inertial device on an elevator experience motion conflict. This occurs
because the local visual frame and the inertial frame are not aligned inside the
elevator. The IMU observes the motion of the elevator in the inertial frame while
the camera observers a relatively stationary motion inside the elevator.
Self Observation
A visual inertial device that observes itself through the camera experiences motion
conflict. During self observation, camera observes motion within the local frame
while the IMU observes motion in the inertial frame.
Crowded environment
The inertial sensor observes internal motion based on inertial frame but the visual
sensor observes external motion in the world. The visual motion observed in the
crowded environment can contradict with the internal motion observed by the IMU
and thus cause motion conflict.
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4.5 Summary
In this chapter we have introduced the limitations of the current multi-sensor lo-
calization in challenging real-world conditions. We further introduced the concept
of motion conflict in visual inertial odometry. We have described a mathematical
model based on the extension of Markov model to estimate motion in scenarios
with motion conflict. A motion conflict aware localization system solves the fun-
damental problem of consistent sensor fusion. Thus, we have presented a general
framework for incorporating motion conflict into existing visual inertial odometry
algorithm. Finally, we have presented an analysis of the different situations with
motion conflict.
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Chapter 5
Detection of Motion Conflict
Motion conflict is caused by contradictory measurements in a multi-sensor device
as described in the previous chapter. In this Chapter, we focus on the detection of
motion conflict. The objective of motion conflict detection is to identify when the
sensor measurements are inconsistent with respect to the required motion estimate.
Motion conflict is detected based on inconsistencies in (i) propagated motion, and
(ii) the predicted landmarks observed by the device. This is based on the observation
that, during motion conflict, the trajectory propagated by the propagation model
disagrees with the interoceptive sensor measurements. Similarly, during motion
conflict, the prediction of landmarks in the map disagrees with the exteroceptive
sensor measurements. This disagreement is not due to sensor noise, but due to
additional motions in the environment that are not observed by all the sensors.
In Section 5.1, we formulate the problem of detecting motion conflict intervals.
Sections 5.2 and 5.3 present the detection of motion conflict based on inconsis-
tencies in motion propagation and predicted landmark measurements respectively.
Finally, in Section 5.4, we show that both the detectors are complementary, hence
a combination of both the motion conflict detectors yields the best performance.
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5.1 Motion Conflict detection in VIO
Visual Inertial Odometry (VIO) algorithms provide localization estimates based on
the fusion of measurements from an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and a camera.
Hence it is prone to measurement disagreement caused by motion conflicts.
As described in the previous chapter, VIO is usually implemented as an online
non-linear state estimator that fuses measurements from the IMU and the camera.
This is similar to a filter where the measurements are incorporated as updates to the
state estimator as soon as they become available. Additionally, a window of past
states and associated measurements are maintained similar to a fixed-lag smoother
to prevent errors due to early linearization of the non-linear estimation.
P (X0:k | Z) =
∏
{k,k−1}∈E
Φ(Xk,Xk−1, U)
∏
{j,k}∈V
Ψ(zj,Xk) (5.1)
The non-linear estimation is based on the evolving Markov model as described
in the Equation 5.1. A process model described by function Φ is used to form a
prediction of the current state based on the previous state and the control inputs. A
measurement model described by Ψ is used to update the current state based on the
measurements obtained from the sensors. Set E captures the association between
consecutive states. Set V captures the association between the sensor measurements
and the current state.
Motion conflict is caused by additional motions in a co-ordinate frame not fully
observable by all sensors. This leads to incorrect associations in E and V . Thus,
we estimated motion conflict C, based on (i) the propagation model applied to E
between the control inputs U and the states Xk, XK−1 (ii) the measurement model
applied to V between predicted measurements and sensor observations.
The measure C provided a per-frame conflict detector as described by Equation
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5.2.
P (C|Xk,Xk−1, Uk,Zk) ∝ P (C|Xk,Xk−1, Uk = [ω, a])P (C|XK ,Zk) (5.2)
The first part of Equation 5.2 describes a function that compares the motion
estimated by using the IMU measurements with respect to the motion estimated by
using the camera measurements. Similarly, the second part of Equation 5.2 describes
a function that compares the map predicted by the motion estimated by using IMU
measurements with respect to the camera observations.
Since the physical phenomenon that caused motion conflict occurred over an
interval of time rather than at an instant, estimation of the motion conflict duration
enabled better approaches to resolve motion conflict. Hence, the measure C was
used to determine the motion conflict interval [tm, t
+
m] described by the following
equations.
P (t−m) ∝ P (C,Xk,Xk−1) (5.3)
P (t+m) ∝ P (C,Xk,Xk−1 | t−m) (5.4)
We estimated the start tm and end of motion conflict t
+
m in VIO. A combination
of measurement prediction based and propagated motion based conflict detector was
used to estimate motion conflict interval [tm, t
+
m].
5.2 Propagated states based conflict detector
A function based on the difference in state estimated using the IMU measurement
and the image measurement separately was used to detect motion conflict. In Figure
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Figure 5.1: The probability density of the difference in position generated by IMU
propagation against the position generated by the visual measurements in frames
with and without motion conflict.
5.1, we present the Probability Density Function (PDF) of the difference in estimated
translation with and without motion conflict. On fitting a Gaussian distribution to
both the PDFs we observed peaks at different points. In frames without motion
conflict, the discrepancy between the translation was very close to zero, whereas in
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frames with motion conflict it was comparatively larger.
Based on Figure 5.1, a probabilistic measure δMC was defined (Equation 5.6).
Given a frame at k, the previous state Xk−1 was used as a´ priori to estimate P (XIk)
and P (XVk ). P (X
I
k) and P (X
V
k ) were independent state estimates using IMU mea-
surements only and visual measurements only, respectively. The difference was
weighted using the total uncertainty 5.5. Λ represents the information matrix ob-
tained from the state estimator.
Σ = (Λ1I × Λk1 + Λ1V × Λk1)−1 (5.5)
Finally, the per-frame motion conflict measure based on the difference in esti-
mated state was defined in Equation 5.6.
δMC = ‖XˆVk − XˆIk‖Σ (5.6)
The discrepancy was weighted by the relative uncertainty Σ. A threshold on the
weighted discrepancy was used to determine motion conflict. The threshold δMC∗
was determined statistically based on the region of convergence for the datasets
collected at WPI (Figure 5.2).
5.3 Landmark based motion conflict detector
The second measure of motion conflict was based on the observation that the map
generated during motion conflict interval had large reprojection errors. This was due
to dynamic landmarks in the co-ordinate frame of the estimator. The residuals for
each landmark Lj was used to create a per-landmark motion conflict detector. The
residual was estimated between the projection of the landmark based on the mea-
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Figure 5.2: The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve for δMC and Mr
based motion conflict detector.
surement function hI(·) in the inertial frame of reference. The sum of the residuals
in different views i was used as the final per-landmark motion conflict measurement
(Eq. 5.7). A threshold L∗ was estimated based on sample data to classify landmarks
in motion conflict.
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δLj :=
∑
i
(
zij − h(XIi , Lj)
)
(5.7)
To convert the per-landmark motion conflict detector to per-frame motion con-
flict detector, a ratio based on the landmarks without conflict with respect to the
total landmarks in the frame was used.
Mr :=
# landmarks without conflict
# total landmarks
(5.8)
The combination of both the detectors was used for detecting motion conflict as
opposed to a learning based detector due to the difficulty in generating sample data
for motion conflict.
5.4 Independence of detectors
A scatter plot between the responses of matching ratio Mr and the uncertainty
weighted difference detector δMC during motion conflict interval was used to de-
termine the correlation between the detectors. Figure 5.3 presents the scatter plot
based on the responses from sequences in different motion conflict conditions. It
was observed from Figure 5.3 that δMC and Mr were independent.
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Figure 5.3: Scatter plot showing the independence of Mr and δMC based motion
conflict detectors.
Figure 5.4: Scatter plot showing the independence of Mr and δMC based motion con-
flict detectors for the four different cases - Self obscuration, elevator ride, pedestrian
obscuration, vehicle ride (Clockwise).
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There were varying degrees of independence between Mr and δMC based on
the cause of motion conflict. Finally, a combination of both Mr and δMC ensured
better coverage of different motion conflict causes. Figure 5.5 presents the Receiver
Operating Characteristic (ROC) for the Mr and δMC detectors. The combined
detector had better performance than the individual detectors.
δcomb = δMC ∪Mr (5.9)
Figure 5.5: The combined conflict detector has better true positive rate than the
Mr and δMC based detectors.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have introduced the motion conflict detectors. We have presented
two different detectors and shown that they are both independent of each other.
A combination of these detectors was found to have performance exceeding their
individual performance.
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Chapter 6
Resolution of Motion Conflict
The objective of motion conflict resolution is to perform consistent state estimation
over the motion conflict interval. In the previous chapter, approaches for detecting
motion conflict were presented. This chapter focuses on mitigating the errors that
occurred during a motion conflict interval based on the estimates of states before
and after the motion conflict interval.
The inputs to the motion conflict resolution stage of VIO are the current system
state, the detected motion conflict interval, the reference co-ordinate frame of the
resultant trajectory, and landmarks classified based on the reference co-ordinate
frame. The output is a state estimate Xk that is consistent with the required
reference frame over the motion conflict interval (Figure 6.1). While performing state
Figure 6.1: The objective of motion conflict resolution.
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estimation with respect to the inertial co-ordinate frame, motion conflict resolution
reduces the error due to the bias drift over motion conflict interval. Similarly, while
performing state estimation with respect to the visual co-ordinate frame, the motion
conflict resolution reduces the error due to dynamic landmarks in the field of view.
During the motion conflict interval, the visual information cannot be used to
correct the IMU states and the IMU information cannot be used to assist visual
feature matching as they do not observe the motion in the same reference frame.
This leads to the erroneous update of bias estimates used to propagate the system
state XK−1. In this work, since it was difficult to estimate the correct state during
motion conflict interval, a smoother with all the states before and after the motion
conflict duration was used to estimate the states during the motion conflict interval.
In Section 6.1, we introduce an approach for correcting bias over an interval of
states. Next, in Sections 6.2 and 6.3 we introduce the IMU dominated motion con-
flict resolution and the selective motion conflict resolution techniques respectively.
Finally, a summary is provided in Section 6.4.
6.1 Bias correction over motion conflict interval
During motion conflict intervals it was difficult to estimate the system state in an
online filtering based approach. This was because, the states in the motion conflict
interval had not converged and could not be linearized. Additionally, improper
linearization using incorrect state estimate introduced incremental errors that were
difficult to correct.
The states estimated in Visual Inertial Odometry contained IMU biases in ad-
dition to other components such as the position, orientation and velocity. Since the
IMU biases were directly applied to the raw measurements, an error in the esti-
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mated IMU biases indirectly introduced error in the pose, orientation and velocity.
Hence, the states over the motion conflict interval window were not linearized and
maintained in the optimization window till the end of motion conflict interval.
Consider the states during the motion conflict interval as Xmc,
Xmc := {Xk : ∀k ∈ [m−,m+]} (6.1)
A smoothing approach was used to determine the bias states bmc based on the
states estimated post motion conflict Xm+. The Allan variance for the IMU showed
that over large intervals, the bias drift dominated the noise. Since the bias drift
was characterized by a white Gaussian random walk, the best approximation of bias
from the start of motion conflict to the end of motion conflict was provided by a
linear first-order function.
In most real world conditions, we wish to estimate the motion with respect to
the inertial reference frame. Hence, the estimation of biases enables propagation
using the IMU kinematics defined in Equation 3.7. In order to estimate IMU biases
during the motion conflict interval (bmc := {bk : ∀k ∈ [m−,m+]}), we made use of
linear interpolation as defined in Equation 6.2.
The bias state estimates bm−, bm+ at the start and end of the motion conflict in-
terval respectively were used to find the smoothed estimate in the interval [m−,m+].
bk =
tk − tm−
tm+ − tm− (bm+ − bm−) + bm− ∀k ∈ [m−,m+] (6.2)
The states, Xmc in the interval [m−,m+] were estimated based on the bias
states bmc. To determine the state Xm+, two different approaches based on the
nature of the measurements were considered. We first considered the assumption
of total independence of the visual and inertial measurements. This was valid in
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cases such as elevator, closed vehicles, etc., where there were no correlations between
the visual and IMU measurements. Next, we considered the assumption of partial
independence of visual and inertial measurements. This was valid in cases such
as crowded environments, moving machines, etc., where parts of the visual scenes
agreed with IMU measurements.
At the start of motion conflict interval, the states were forked into XV and
XI . Then, based on the assumption of independence, the states in the interval
[m−,m+] were retained. Finally, at the end of motion conflict duration based on
the assumptions and frame requirements, the states over the motion conflict interval
Xmc were updated.
6.2 IMU dominated motion conflict resolution
In most cases, localization aims at estimating the position and orientation with re-
spect to the inertial co-ordinate frame. Since the IMU measurements provide direct
observation of the inertial frame during motion conflict interval, the IMU dominated
motion conflict resolution approach retains only the IMU measurements. Hence, in
our approach, all visual measurements during the motion conflict interval were dis-
regarded as inconsistent with respect to the inertial frame. Figure 6.2 presents the
IMU dominated approach where all the states and measurements associated with
the visual measurements are disregarded between the interval [m−, n].
In the IMU dominated motion conflict resolution technique, once motion conflict
was detected at m− all visual measurements were discarded until n. Over the
interval [m−, n] only the IMU kinematic equation was used to propagate the states.
Xk = Π(Φ
I(Xk−1,Xk, ω˜k, a˜k)) ∀k ∈ [m−, n] (6.3)
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Figure 6.2: The Bayesian dependence diagram showing all the states between the in-
terval [m−,m+] that are smoothed in the IMU dominated motion conflict resolution
technique.
The visual measurements at the end of motion conflict from (n,m+] were used
to estimate the bias bm+. The estimated post motion conflict bias bm+ was used to
interpolate the IMU bias estimates in the interval [m−,m+].
The IMU dominated approach was the simplest strategy to resolve motion con-
flict. It was computationally less expensive as it disregarded all visual measurements
in the interval [m−, n]. However, it suffered from drift when the duration of mo-
tion conflict interval was large. This approach was applicable to situations where
there was prior knowledge of conflicts between visual and inertial measurements,
e.g. while performing localization of visual inertial device with respect to inertial
frame inside an elevator.
6.3 Selective motion conflict resolution
In the previous motion conflict resolution technique, the visual measurements were
assumed to be inconsistent with the IMU measurements. However, there existed
scenarios where parts of the visual measurements were consistent with the IMU
measurements. In such situations, we needed to identify the visual measurements
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Figure 6.3: The observation history for landmark residuals in the inertial frame.
that were consistent. This enabled us to use the visual measurements to update the
state estimation in the interval [m−,m+].
The key to this approach was to selectively determine which landmarks were con-
sistent with the inertial measurements. Once this was determined, the corresponding
visual observations were used to update the state estimation. For each landmark
Li observed during the motion conflict interval, the observation history was used to
determine if the landmark was consistent with the inertial measurements.
Figure 6.3 presents the observation history for a landmark consistent with and
without the inertial motion. The landmarks consistent with the inertial reference
frame had relatively small residuals with respect to the IMU predicted motion.
rLi = zi,k − hk(Φ(Xk−1, ω˜, a˜))∀k ∈ [m−,m+] (6.4)
The complete Bayesian graph representing the selective resolution approach is
presented in Figure 6.4. The selective resolution approach had the ability to track
the secondary motion in addition to the primary motion that had to be estimated.
The increased functionality came at the cost of increased computation. The frames
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Figure 6.4: Batch representation of selective motion conflict resolution.
without any consistent visual measurements were discarded, while the frames which
had consistent visual measurements were used to update the system. Over the
intervals with no visual measurements, bias states were interpolated based on the
approach discussed in the previous section (Eq. 6.2).
At the end of motion conflict interval, the forked states XV and XI were com-
bined to form a single state estimator.
6.4 Summary
In this chapter we have introduced bias interpolation for determining states during
motion conflict interval. Next, the IMU dominated motion conflict resolution tech-
nique was presented. It was followed by the description of selective motion conflict
resolution technique. A brief analysis to determine which technique to apply was
also presented in each section.
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Chapter 7
Visual Inertial Sensor
In this chapter we present the design, implementation, and calibration of the visual-
inertial device developed at WPI for collecting synchronized IMU and camera data.
Section 7.1 describes the physical composition of the hardware. It is followed by
Section 7.2 which describes the camera calibration process. Next, Section 7.3 de-
scribes the IMU calibration process. Finally in 7.4, we present the calibration of the
complete system.
7.1 Hardware
An in-house multi-camera visual inertial sensor fusion device was developed as part
of this research (Figure 7.1). The device consisted of a Pointgrey Bumblebee XB3
camera, a NavChip Inertial Measurement Unit, a battery and an Intel Next Unit of
Computing processing unit. The Bumblebee XB3 had three global shutter cameras
calibrated for synchronized image capture. It supported both narrow baseline (12
cm) image capture and wide baseline (24 cm) image capture modes. The Bumblebee
XB3 was configured to operate in narrow baseline, external trigger and auto exposure
mode for the datasets collected at WPI. Firewire interface was used to transfer
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images from the cameras to the computing device.
(b)
(a)
(c)
Figure 7.1: Multi-camera visual inertial sensor fusion device developed at WPI con-
sisting of (a) Bumblebee XB3, (b) IMU and battery and (c) Next Unit of Computing
(NUC).
The IMU and stereo cameras were synchronized using an interface board. The
interface board generated clock pulses for the IMU and trigger pulses for the cam-
era. A serial interface was used to transfer the IMU measurements to the computing
device. The Next Unit of Computation (NUC) was a Nano-ITX form factor com-
puter used for intermediate processing, collection and storage of images, and IMU
measurements. The device specifications of the IMU and the camera are presented
in Table 7.1. Figure 7.2 presents the connection diagram that explains the intercon-
nection between the components.
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Table 7.1: The specifications of components in the visual-inertial device.
Bumblebee XB3
Max Rate 16Hz
Resolution 1280 x 960
Sensor Sony ICX445
Navchip IMU
Rate 200Hz
Gyroscope Noise .5e-3 rad/s/
√
Hz
Accelerometer Noise .49e-2 m/s2/
√
Hz
Gyroscope Random Walk Noise 0.12e-3 rad/s2/
√
Hz
Accelerometer Random Walk Noise 0.42e-3 m/s3/
√
Hz
Intel NUC
Processor i3-3217U 1.8 Ghz
Memory 128GB
RAM 8 GB
camera
imusync
NUC
clk
trigger
IMU measurements
Images
Figure 7.2: System architecture of the multi-camera visual inertial device at WPI.
7.2 Camera Calibration
Each camera in the stereo camera pair was modeled as a pinhole camera. The
pinhole camera model is described using the focal length - [fx, fy], and the optical
center [cx, cy] of the sensor. The manufacturing imperfections in the imaging sensor
placement create an offset that displaces pixel (x, y) to a distorted pixel coordi-
nate location (x˜, y˜). This offset was modeled using the radial-tangential distortion
parameters D = [k1, k2, p1, p2] [65].
xˆ = x(1 + k1r
2 + k2r
4) + 2p1xy + p2(r
2 + 2x2)
yˆ = y(1 + k1r
2 + k2r
4) + p1(r
2 + 2y2) + 2p2xy
(7.1)
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To calibrate the stereo camera pair, we determined the left and right camera’s
intrinsic parameters (KL,R = [fx, fy, cx, cy]) and distortion parameters (DL,R =
[k1, k2, p1, p2]). The calibration was performed by minimizing the reprojection error
between the calibration pattern and estimated landmarks. The minimization was
carried out using Gauss-Newton method that used information theoretic measures
to automatically identify and store novel measurement sequences [66]. The residual
reprojection errors after the calibration of both the cameras in the stereo pair are
presented in Figure 7.3.
Figure 7.3: The final reprojection error after calibration of the stereo camera pair.
7.3 IMU Calibration
Similar to a camera, any IMU also suffers from manufacturing imperfections. The
scale factor values used to convert raw measurements to metric units will always
differ from datasheet specifications. Additionally, misalignment will occur between
the individual units in the IMU. Thus we performed calibration to determine the
scale factors and the corresponding transformation to compensate for the misalign-
ments in our system. The raw accelerometer a˜ and gyroscope ω˜ measurements were
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corrected using a diagonal matrix K ∈ R3×3 representing scale factors and a matrix
T ∈ R3×3 representing transformation between the axes (Equation 7.2).
aˆ = TaKa(a˜)
ωˆ = TωKω(ω˜)
(7.2)
Stationary IMU measurements in multiple different orientations were collected
to formulate an optimization problem to estimate the parameters [Ta, Tω, Ka, Kω]
[67]. We observed that the stability of the IMU calibration depended upon the
warm-up period of the IMU. Experimentally the appropriate warm-up period was
determined to be 5 min for the NavChip.
7.4 System calibration
IMU calibrationCamera calibration
Camera-IMU
calibration
KL, KR, DL, DRKa, Kω, Ta, Tω
TSC
Figure 7.4: The steps to calibrate the full system.
The camera-IMU calibration was used to determine the transformation TSC be-
tween the camera and the IMU. TSC was essential to bring all the measurements
into a single co-ordinate frame for sensor fusion. Before the camera-IMU calibration,
the camera and IMU were calibrated independently to remove sensor imperfections
(Figure 7.4). The transformation between the IMU and camera was estimated us-
ing a batch maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) problem in the continuous time
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domain [2]. We minimized the error in the motion predicted by the IMU against
the motion predicted by the camera. The residual error in the gyroscope and ac-
celerometer after calibration is presented in Figure 7.5.
Figure 7.5: The IMU residual error after calibration using Kalibr [2] was performed.
Calibration was performed using camera and IMU data collected from the visual-
inertial device by observing a fixed calibration pattern while activating motion along
multiple axes. The fully calibrated system had camera reprojection error below 1
pixel, gyroscope error below 0.01 rad/sec and accelerometer error in the below 0.1
m2/sec. The continuous time optimization also enabled us to estimate the fixed
temporal offset between the IMU and the camera.
7.5 Summary
In this chapter we have presented the visual inertial device that was developed at
WPI to collect data for VIO algorithms. The system consisted of a stereo camera
pair and an IMU that were hardware synchronized. The cameras were calibrated
for intrinsic and distortion parameters. Similarly, the IMU scale and misalignment
transformation was determined to estimate IMU measurements in metric scale. Fi-
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nally, the complete system was calibrated using a continuous time batch optimiza-
tion [2] to determine the transformation between the IMU and camera measure-
ments.
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Chapter 8
MC-VIO Algorithm
In this chapter we present the Motion Conflict Aware Visual Inertial Odom-
etry (MC-VIO) algorithm that combined both motion conflict detection and reso-
lution techniques presented in Chapters 5 and 6 respectively with keyframe based
Visual Inertial Odometry (VIO).
8.1 Motion Conflict Aware Visual Inertial Odom-
etry (MC-VIO)
The different software blocks in MC-VIO are presented in Figure 8.1. The algorithm
took as input the images and corresponding hardware synchronized IMU measure-
ments. The approach was similar to the keyframe based visual inertial odometry
algorithm except for the addition of two new blocks to perform detection and res-
olution of motion conflict. The motion conflict detector took as input the last
estimated state of the system. Two independent predicted states based on the IMU
measurements and visual measurements were compared in the motion conflict detec-
tor block. Finally, the motion conflict detector gave as output, a per-frame motion
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Figure 8.1: Block diagram representing the MC-VIO algorithm.
conflict detection.
Algorithm 1 for detecting motion conflict was implemented using a Schmitt trig-
ger based debouncer to reduce false positives generated at the beginning of a motion
conflict interval. The thresholds δ∗MC and M
∗
r respectively were determined statis-
tically based on the ROC curves presented in Chapter 5.
Once motion conflict was detected, based on the mode of operation, motion
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Algorithm 1 detectMotionConflict()
Input: Xk−1, ωk:k−1, ak:k−1, Landmarks
Output: isMotionConflict
Timer.Init(0.15)
XIk ← predictIMU(Xk−1)
XVk ← predictVisual(Xk−1)
δMC = transdiff(X
I
k , X
V
k )
totLandmarks← |Landmarks|
nLandmarkMC = classifyLandmark(XIk , X
V
k , Landmarks)
Mr ← nLandmarkMC/totLandmarks
if δMC > δ
∗
MC and Mr > M
∗
r then
Timer.reset(0)
isMotionConflict = (Timer.elapsed() < 0.15) // hold detection for 3 frames
conflict resolution was performed. The MC-VIO implemented three modes of op-
eration. A reference keyframe based VIO algorithm without any motion conflict
resolution was implemented in the first mode for comparison. The IMU dominated
motion conflict resolution technique was implemented in the second mode. Finally,
the selective motion conflict resolution was implemented in the third mode.
8.1.1 Reference VIO
In this implementation, the motion conflict detector and the motion conflict res-
olution blocks were ignored. As described in Chapter 3, the state estimation was
formulated as maximum a´ posteriori optimization problem.
Keyframes were generated when the area covered by the landmark in the current
frame decreased below a threshold (Algorithm 2). In order to keep the optimization
bounded, only a limited number of states in the IMU and keyframe windows were
optimized. The remaining states were marginalized [1].
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Algorithm 2 Keyframe detection
Input: Xk, Landmarks,
Output: isKeyframe
isKeyframe = False
LM ← {project(allLandmarks,Xk)}
LF ← {project(Landmarksincurrentframe,Xk)}
HM = convexHull(LM)
HF = convexHull(LF )
overlap = HM ∩HF/HM ∪HF
isKeyframe = (overlap < 0.6)
Algorithm 3 IMU dominated motion conflict resolution.
Input: Xk, isMotionConflict
Output: [Xm−,Xm+]
tm− ← 0
Xm− ← I
if Xk ∈ Motion Conflict then
Xk = removeVisualConstraints(XK)
Xk = propagation(Xm−, ωa)
[Xm−,Xk]← Xk
tm− ← tk
else if isMotionConflict and tm− > 0 then
performVisualMatching(Xk)
Xk = addVisualConstraints(XK)
bm+ = estimateBias(XK)
[Xm−,Xm+] = backpropogate(bm+, tm−,Xk)
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8.1.2 IMU dominated motion conflict resolution
The IMU dominated motion conflict resolution technique described in Chapter 6 was
implemented in this mode of operation. Once motion conflict was detected, all the
visual measurements in the motion conflict interval were discarded. The beginning of
motion conflict interval was recorded with time tm− and state Xm−. Over the motion
conflict interval, keyframe detection was not performed. Next, all visual constraints
were removed and propagation based on IMU measurements was performed. Once
the end of motion conflict interval was detected, visual matching was performed
to add visual constraints to the current state Xk optimization. Next, new biases
were estimated with the visual matches performed post motion conflict. Finally, the
states over the motion conflict interval were corrected based on backpropagation of
the newly estimated biases. The implementation of IMU dominated motion conflict
resolution is described in Algorithm 3.
8.1.3 Selective motion conflict resolution
The selective motion conflict resolution technique described in Chapter 6 was im-
plemented in this mode of operation (Algorithm 4). Along with motion conflict de-
tection, landmark classification was also performed to determine which co-ordinate
frame the landmarks were attached to. Only visual measurements from landmarks
that were consistent with the inertial coordinate frame LI were used to estimate the
states during the motion conflict interval. Landmark classification was performed
based on the history of the observations and the corresponding residuals associated
with each observation. New landmarks that were triangulated based on the mea-
surements during motion conflict interval were removed if they were not attached
to the inertial co-ordinate frame.
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Algorithm 4 Selective motion conflict resolution
Input: Xk, isMotionConflict
Output: [Xm−, Xm+],Landmarks in inertial frame
tm− ← 0
Xm− ← I
if Xk ∈ Motion Conflict then
LI = classifyLandmarks(XK)
Xk = removeVisualConstraints(XK , LI)
Xk = propagation(Xm−, ωa)
Xk = updateState(XK)
[Xm−,Xk]← Xk
tm− ← tk
else if isMotionConflict and tm− > 0 then
performVisualMatching(Xk)
Xk = addVisualConstraints(XK)
bm+ = estimateBias(XK)
[Xm−,Xm+] = backpropogate(bm+, tm−,Xk)
8.2 Optimization
TK0 TK1 TF1 TF2 TF3 TM1
T I
TV
l1 l2 l3 l4 l5 l6 l7 l8 l9 l10 l11
sb1 sb2 sb3
sb
sbm
Keyframe Window IMU Window MC Window
Figure 8.2: A triple window optimization problem is constructed when motion con-
flict is detected.
After performing motion conflict detection and resolution, optimization was per-
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formed to determine the best estimate of current state Xˆ. A sliding window based
optimization [55] was implemented for state estimation. The sliding window was
divided into three sections (Fig. 8.2). In the IMU window, consecutive frames
without marginalization were maintained. In the keyframe window, marginalized
keyframes [49] and the associated landmarks were maintained. Finally, the motion
conflict window was only maintained when a motion conflict interval was detected.
We adopted a marginalization scheme similar to the approach proposed in [49].
The interval between keyframes were of variable durations, hence marginalization
of temporal constraints was performed to keep the optimization time bounded.
With every new image received, first per-frame motion conflict detection was
performed. If motion conflict was detected, the states were forked and an inter-
mediate optimization problem was constructed. Additionally, the state Xm− was
converted to a keyframe to prevent erroneous marginalization. The motion conflict
window was only maintained for frames that were captured during a motion conflict
interval. Over the motion conflict interval, marginalization was not performed. The
motion conflict window contained the intermediate states that were needed for mo-
tion conflict resolution. The optimization over the motion conflict window was only
performed based on the mode of operation. If landmark classification was performed,
only visual measurements that were consistent with the inertial co-ordinate frame
were used to update the state XK . The delayed linearization along with landmark
classification was essential to maintain the consistency of the optimization problem
during motion conflict interval.
Old states were marginalized and only keyframes were retained over the longer
period. The frames with significant visual information that improved the accuracy of
the estimation problem were declared as keyframes (Fig. 8.1). All marginalizations
were performed based on Schur-Complement operation [49].
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8.3 Summary
In this chapter, we have described the implementation of the MC-VIO algorithm.
MC-VIO algorithm was implemented using three modes of operation. An algorith-
mic description detailing the implementation of each mode of MC-VIO algorithm
was presented. Finally, a detailed description of the triple windowed optimization
used in MC-VIO algorithm was outlined.
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Chapter 9
Evaluation
In this chapter, we focus on the quantitative and qualitative analysis of Motion
Conflict aware Visual Inertial Odometry (MC-VIO) algorithm. While the previous
chapters provided intermediate evaluations that guided the development of MC-VIO
algorithm, this chapter provides extensive empirical evidence of the accuracy of the
resultant trajectory generated by the MC-VIO algorithm in challenging scenes with
motion conflict.
We have evaluated the end-to-end performance of the VIO algorithm by com-
paring its resultant trajectory with the ground truth based on widely used error
metrics [68]. We observed that the public datasets for comparing the accuracy of
VIO algorithms do not contain sufficient coverage of scenes with motion conflict.
Hence, we have presented the results for an existing public dataset [69] which was
augmented with simulated motion conflict to facilitate quantitative comparisons.
Additionally, a new dataset with sequences focusing on scenes with motion conflict
was created to provide deeper qualitative analysis of the accuracy of MC-VIO.
Our results indicated that, the existing reference VIO algorithm has reduced
trajectory accuracy in scenes with motion conflict. However, the novel MC-VIO
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algorithm introduced in this dissertation resulted in trajectories that were more ac-
curate and robust for scenes with motion conflict. We have evaluated the accuracy
of the MC-VIO algorithm in different scenes to provide both quantitative and qual-
itative analyses. The results are important as they help us to understand the limits
of MC-VIO algorithm for robust trajectory tracking.
In the following section, a brief introduction to the commonly used evaluation
metrics for VIO is provided. Then, we focus on the existing standard public dataset
for VIO, and provide a quantitative evaluation of MC-VIO. Next, in section 9.3, we
introduce the WPI dataset and provide a qualitative analysis of MC-VIO. Finally,
in section 9.4, we provide a summary of our findings regarding the accuracy of
MC-VIO.
9.1 Evaluation Metrics
There is no general consensus on the accuracy metrics to evaluate visual inertial
odometry (VIO). The end-to-end accuracy of VIO is dependent on both the resultant
map and the trajectory. However, since they are coupled to each other, it is common
to ignore the map accuracy and use only the trajectory accuracy to evaluate VIO.
Early works in the field, used drift error in the trajectory with respect to the
total distance travelled [48, 47] to represent the accuracy of VIO algorithms. The
drift error was calculated based on the difference between the final ground truth
position and the final resultant position given by the VIO algorithm. The total
distance travelled was used to normalize the drift error, thus providing a metric
easy to visualize and compare across algorithms and sequences of varying lengths.
Since the final resultant position depended on accurate orientation estimation, the
drift error was indirectly affected by orientation errors. It was observed that the
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drift error unduly penalized orientation errors that occurred at the beginning of the
trajectory over the ones at the end of the trajectory. To avoid this pitfall, Ku¨mmerle
et al. [70] suggested using an average of the relative pose errors at regular intervals,
instead of using just the final error in the resultant position for evaluating the
trajectory of VIO algorithms. Geiger et al. [71] extended the representation of the
average relative pose error metric as a function of both distance and velocity, thus
providing deeper insight into the accuracy of the VIO algorithm. In addition to
the average relative pose error metric, Sturm et al. [72] also proposed an absolute
tracking error metric to quantify the global consistency of the SLAM algorithm. We
have adopted the Relative Pose Error (RPE) and Absolute Tracking Error (ATE)
specified by Sturm et al. [72] to evaluate the accuracy of the trajectory generated
by the VIO algorithms.
The objective of the trajectory accuracy evaluation is to compare the positions
and orientations from the resultant trajectory P1, . . . ,Pn ∈ SE(3) with respect to
the ground truth trajectory Q1, . . . ,Qn ∈ SE(3) provided by the dataset. The
global consistency of the trajectory with respect to the ground truth trajectory
is provided by the Absolute Tracking Error (ATE). In equation 9.1, the resultant
trajectory P1:n is aligned to the ground truth trajectory Q1:n based on a rigid trans-
formation S and the root mean square of the translation error (trans(·)) over all n
positions is calculated.
ATE = RMSE(E1:n) :=
( 1
n
n∑
i=1
‖trans(Q−1i SPi)‖2
) 1
2 (9.1)
The Relative Pose Error (RPE) is an extension of the drift error metric (eq. 9.2)
and does not require the calculation of the rigid transformation S. In a trajectory
with n poses, it is possible to create m = n − ∆ relative pose error evaluations at
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∆ interval between the two poses under consideration. To provide a relative pose
error estimate independent of the interval (∆), equation 9.2 calculates the root mean
square error over all sets of intervals.
RPE = RMSE(E1:n,∆) :=
( 1
m
k∑
i=1
‖trans(Ei)‖2
) 1
2 (9.2)
9.2 Quantitative Evaluation on EuROC dataset
In addition to the evaluation metric presented in the previous section, a publicly
available standard dataset with ground truth is necessary to perform quantitative
comparison of VIO algorithm accuracy with respect to other published algorithms.
Each dataset is composed of multiple sequences to reduce the bias of an algorithm
to a particular dataset. Table 9.1 gives a summary of the numerous public standard
datasets along with the type of environment and the sensors used in each dataset.
Only a subset of the datasets contains both the camera and IMU sensor measure-
ments that are suitable for VIO algorithms. The EuROC dataset [69] was used for
evaluating the MC-VIO algorithm because of its popularity in the VIO research
community.
We performed comparisons of Absolute Tracking Error (ATE) and Relative Pose
Error (RPE) generated by the reference implementation of keyframe based VIO al-
gorithm [49] (Ref-VIO) against two variants of MC-VIO on the sequences captured
in the EuROC dataset. The results for both IMU dominated motion conflict reso-
lution MC-VIO IMU res. and the selective feature based motion conflict resolution
MC-VIO sel. res. variant of MC-VIO are presented separately.
Table 9.2 presents ATE and RPE of the resultant trajectory generated by Ref-
VIO, MC-VIO IMU res. and MC-VIO sel. res. algorithms on the unaltered EuROC
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Table 9.1: Summary of SLAM datasets.
Year Dataset Camera IMU Environment
2009 COLD [73] Omni, mono Indoor
2009 Ford Campus [74] Omni Outdoor
2012 Devon Island [75] Stereo Outdoor
2012 Frieburg Dataset [72] RGBD Indoor
2012 KITTI Dataset [71] Stereo Outdoor
2013 MIT Sata [76] Stereo Indoor
2013 Malaga [77] Stereo Outdoor
2014 ICL NUIM [78] RGBD Simulated
2016 UMich Longterm [79] Omni, LIDAR Outdoor
2016 EuRoc [69] Stereo Indoor
2017 RobotCar Dataset [80] Stereo Outdoor
2017 PennCOSYVIO [81] Stereo Outdoor
Table 9.2: Evaluation of MC-VIO on unaltered EuROC dataset.
EuROC Dataset
ATE [m] RPE [m/s]
Ref-VIO MC-VIO
IMU res.
MC-VIO
sel. res.
Ref-VIO MC-VIO
IMU res.
MC-VIO
sel. res.
mean 0.218 0.247 0.202 0.199 0.200 0.198
std. 0.105 0.153 0.117 0.164 0.165 0.166
dataset. We observed that the performances of the reference VIO algorithm and
both variants of the MC-VIO algorithm are similar. The MC-VIO algorithm did not
detect long motion conflicts in the EuROC dataset. This is in agreement with our
knowledge that EuROC dataset does not contain any scenes with motion conflict.
This result indicates that the presented algorithm does not have any negative effect
on the accuracy of scenes without motion conflict. However, for further quantitative
evaluation of MC-VIO, the unaltered EuROC dataset was not suitable.
9.2.1 Evaluation on EuROC dataset with simulated motion
conflicts
Since the EuROC dataset did not contain sequences with motion conflict, we sim-
ulated artificial motion conflict by projecting an image into the sequence of the
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Figure 9.1: An artificial image with a motion not in agreement with the VIO is
inserted into images in EuROC sequence.
Table 9.3: Evaluation of MC-VIO on EuROC dataset with simulated motion con-
flicts.
Sequence
ATE [m] RPE [m/s]
Ref-VIO MC-VIO
IMU res.
MC-VIO
sel. res.
Ref-VIO MC-VIO
IMU res.
MC-VIO
sel. res.
MH 01 easy 0.298 0.468 0.337 0.104 0.081 0.063
MH 02 easy 0.228 0.408 0.359 0.041 0.137 0.096
MH 03 medium 0.231 0.366 0.330 0.083 0.166 0.179
MH 04 difficult 1.551 0.514 0.360 0.455 0.404 0.407
MH 05 difficult 0.604 0.332 0.331 0.480 0.373 0.386
V1 01 easy 1.063 0.456 0.819 0.324 0.214 0.235
V1 02 medium 2.362 0.206 0.224 0.581 0.451 0.442
V1 03 difficult 0.930 0.311 0.336 0.369 0.410 0.415
V2 01 easy 0.453 0.620 0.152 0.117 0.182 0.063
V2 02 medium 0.710 0.239 0.176 0.107 0.110 0.087
mean 0.843 0.392 0.342 0.266 0.253 0.237
std. 0.598 0.283 0.159 0.218 0.152 0.157
camera measurements over an interval. Motion conflict was created when the pose
estimated by the visual features did not agree with the pose estimated by the IMU.
In the simulated EuROC dataset, the projected images described stationary motion
while the region without the projected image described a trajectory consistent with
the IMU and the ground truth. Figure 9.1 presents the approach we followed to
create artificial motion conflict in the EuROC dataset. An image having a large
number of visually distinct features was inserted at randomized n intervals for m
duration into the sequences in EuROC dataset.
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Figure 9.2: An artificial image with a motion not in agreement with the VIO is
inserted into images in EuROC sequence.
Table 9.3 summarizes the ATE and RPE of the resultant trajectory of the Ref-
VIO, MC-VIO IMU res. and MC-VIO sel. res. algorithms on EuROC dataset with
simulated artificial motion conflicts having a total duration of 15 sec spread over 3
intervals. To ensure that the results described the generalized trend, 10 independent
runs on each of the sequences were performed. Figures 9.2 and 9.3 provide the mean
and standard deviation for the ATE and RPE respectively for each sequence in the
EuROC dataset.
We observed an average increase of 0.63m from 0.21m to 0.84m (≈300%) in
ATE with the introduction of intervals with motion conflict in the EuROC dataset
for the reference VIO algorithm. Similarly, there was also an increase in RPE. By
using IMU dominated motion conflict resolution algorithm (MC-VIO IMU res.), the
average increase in ATE error was reduced to 0.13m (≈ 80%). The selective feature
based motion conflict resolution (MC-VIO sel. res.) algorithm had similar resultant
trajectory accuracy. The MC-VIO sel. res. algorithm outperformed MC-VIO IMU
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Figure 9.3: An artificial image with a motion not in agreement with the VIO is
inserted into images in EuROC sequence.
res. in sequences with high dynamic motions. Overall, both the variants of MC-
VIO reduced the impact of motion conflict on the trajectory accuracy. The results
have provided quantitative evidence of the accuracy of the trajectory generated by
MC-VIO over the reference VIO algorithm.
9.2.2 Trajectory accuracy with increase in motion conflict
duration
In the previous experiment, we assumed a fixed total motion conflict duration of
15 seconds. In this section, we present the result of the experiment performed to
understand the effect of the duration of motion conflict on the resultant trajectory
accuracy. To ensure uniform analysis, motion conflict duration was represented as
a percentage of the total duration of each sequence.
Table 9.4 presents the ATE and RPE of the resultant trajectory with increasing
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Table 9.4: ATE of MC-VIO on EuROC dataset with increasing motion conflict
duration.
Sequences
5% 10% 15% 20%
Ref-
VIO
MC-
VIO*
Ref-
VIO
MC-
VIO*
Ref-
VIO
MC-
VIO*
Ref-
VIO
MC-
VIO*
MH 01 easy 0.170 0.368 1.083 0.428 3.221 4.192 10.576 2.599
MH 02 easy 0.649 0.312 0.830 0.641 7.520 2.290 8.991 2.828
MH 03 medium 0.429 0.287 0.577 0.854 11.819 4.509 7.407 3.056
MH 04 difficult 0.442 0.262 0.324 1.064 3.470 4.299 5.823 3.285
MH 05 difficult 0.456 0.358 5.376 0.810 6.023 2.807 4.239 3.514
V1 01 easy 0.498 0.300 3.622 1.736 7.180 1.865 29.729 12.05
V1 02 medium 0.540 0.439 1.573 0.699 3.770 1.227 1.893 2.555
V1 03 difficult 0.502 0.114 1.688 2.001 6.640 1.613 2.055 5.821
V2 01 easy 0.463 0.247 1.964 2.011 2.573 3.005 10.603 8.009
V2 02 medium 0.458 0.206 0.876 0.606 2.951 1.016 11.941 2.153
motion conflict duration for the Ref-VIO [49] and MC-VIO* algorithm. To simplify
the analysis, MC-VIO* represented the best result generated by either MC-VIO
IMU res. or MC-IMU sel. res. variant of MC-VIO. Figure 9.4 shows that, on
increasing the motion conflict duration, the ATE of the trajectory generated by
both Ref-VIO and MC-VIO* increases. We observed a sharper increase in ATE for
the Reference VIO algorithm over MC-VIO. This indicates that MC-VIO is more
suitable for scenes with longer motion conflict than the reference algorithm. We
observed a similar trend for RPE in the Table 9.4.
9.2.3 Evaluation on EuROC dataset with simulated slow-
moving motion conflict
In the previous experiments, motion conflicts were generated by projecting a sta-
tionary image onto the images in the sequences. However, in real world situations,
the visual features creating motion conflict might not be stationary. Hence, in this
experiment, we simulated motion conflict by projecting an image that moved with
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Figure 9.4: The ATE increased with increase in the motion conflict duration. The
ATE increased at a lower rate in MC-VIO.
Figure 9.5: A sequence with simulated slow-moving motion conflict.
a small fixed velocity. Since the motion estimated using features on the moving
image was not in agreement with the motion of the VIO system, a motion con-
flict was created. Figure 9.5 illustrates sample images showing the projection of
a moving image. Table 9.5 presents the ATE and RPE of the trajectory gener-
ated by the reference VIO and MC-VIO algorithm on the EuROC sequences with
motion conflict created by a slow-moving image. We observed that there was an
increase in ATE and RPE compared to the scenes with motion conflict caused by
a simulated stationary image (Table 9.3). There was an approximate 60% increase
in ATE for scenes with simulated slow-moving motion conflict. Furthermore, the
MC-VIO algorithm showed better performance than the reference VIO algorithm.
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Table 9.5: Evaluation of MC-VIO on EuROC dataset with motion conflict caused
by a simulated slow-moving object.
Dataset
ATE [m] RPE [m/s]
Ref-VIO MC-VIO
IMU res.
MC-VIO
sel. res.
Ref-VIO MC-VIO
IMU res.
MC-VIO
sel. res.
MH 01 easy 0.661 0.269 0.358 0.137 0.219 0.196
MH 02 easy 0.491 0.290 0.178 0.104 0.138 0.108
MH 03 medium 0.231 0.418 0.281 0.055 0.137 0.084
MH 04 difficult 3.953 0.935 0.729 0.605 0.529 0.511
MH 05 difficult 2.858 0.608 0.303 0.478 0.465 0.414
V1 01 easy 1.716 0.698 0.320 0.271 0.318 0.234
V1 02 medium 0.482 0.856 0.567 0.431 0.603 0.506
V1 03 difficult 1.035 1.115 0.725 0.374 0.498 0.509
V2 01 easy 1.074 0.559 0.653 0.219 0.344 0.357
V2 02 medium 0.919 0.674 1.171 0.198 0.198 0.213
mean 1.342 0.642 0.528 0.287 0.344 0.313
std. 1.190 0.275 0.300 0.179 0.170 0.167
Based on these observations, we concluded that the MC-VIO algorithm improved
the robustness of trajectory estimation in scenes with visual features that were not
stationary. Among the variants of MC-VIO, the selective feature based motion con-
flict resolution approach (MC-VIO sel. res.) had improved accuracy of the resultant
trajectory. Additionally, we also concluded that a slow-moving object degraded the
accuracy of the resultant trajectory more than a stationary object.
9.3 Qualitative evaluation on WPI Dataset
In this section we provide qualitative analyses of the trajectory accuracy with a new
WPI dataset captured in scenes with motion conflict. This dataset was collected
using the VIO device developed in-house at WPI. The new WPI dataset consisted
of 8 sequences in four identified scenarios (two each) with motion conflict. The
scenarios are described below.
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1. Self obscuration: This scenario occurred when there was a visual obscuration
by an object that was indirectly related to the camera motion. In this sce-
nario motion conflict was created due to the disagreement between the motion
estimated by features tracked on the object and the inertial motion estimate
by the VIO system. This case was similar to the motion conflict simulated in
the EuROC dataset by the projection of the stationary image.
2. Moving elevator: This scenario occurred when the operator carrying a VIO
system rode in an elevator. In these sequences, motion conflict was created
due to disagreement between the motion estimated using the visual features
inside the elevator and the IMU measurement of the elevator motion.
3. Pedestrian occlusions: This scenario occurred when there was a visual occlu-
sion created by a pedestrian moving in front of the camera. In these sequences,
motion conflict was created due to the disagreement between the motion esti-
mated by features on the pedestrian and the motion of the VIO system. This
is similar to the motion conflict simulated in EuROC dataset by the projection
of a slow-moving image.
4. Moving vehicle: This scenario occurs when a passenger rides in a vehicle while
carrying a VIO system. In these sequences, motion conflict depends on the
scene the VIO system is focused on. If the VIO system is focused inside
the vehicle the motion estimated by visual features inside the vehicle might
disagree with the motion of the vehicle.
Table 9.6 provides a summary of the total duration of motion conflicts in each of
the sequences collected. The sequences do not contain external ground truth data as
it covers a large variety of scenes ranging from long corridors, to elevators and vehi-
cles where capturing ground truth is difficult. However a generalized path describing
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Table 9.6: Summary of dataset sequences collected at WPI with motion conflict.
Sequence Total
Duration
(sec)
MC dura-
tion (sec)
Short self obscuration 388 46
Long self obscuration 555 84
Short elevator ride 305 25
Long elevator ride 241 43
Short pedestrian occlusion 372 35
Long pedestrian occlusion 460 150
Moving vehicle occlusion 371 27
Partial moving vehicle occlusion 222 -
the trajectory is presented for each sequence. The sequences collected contain a good
coverage of motion conflicts ranging from partial to total disagreement between the
camera and the inertial measurements. In all the sequences, multiple loops of the
same environment were collected to provide a reference of the resultant trajectory
accuracy for qualitative analysis.
9.3.1 Scenes with self obscuration
Two sequences with self obscuration were captured by a VIO system carried by
the operator. The obscurations covered more than 75% of the view of the camera
and were created by using a laptop carried by the operator. Figure 9.6 presents
sample images collected in these sequences. Self obscurations were generated along
straight paths and during turns, thus presenting challenging scenes during different
trajectories. The sequences were captured indoors on the third floor of the Atwater
Kent building at WPI.
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Figure 9.6: Scenes with self occlusion created by a laptop carried by the operator.
Short self obscuration sequence
The short self obscuration sequence consisted of three loops around a narrow corridor
in clockwise direction. It consisted of three motion conflict intervals with a total
duration of 46 seconds.
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Figure 9.7: The path describing the trajectory of the short self obscuration sequence.
The red arrow indicates the direction of the path taken. The boxes indicate the
regions where motion conflicts occurred.
The path describing the ground truth and the regions with motion conflict for
the short self obscuration sequence are presented in Figure 9.7. Next, the resultant
trajectory generated by the reference VIO algorithm (Ref. VIO) without any mo-
tion conflict resolution is presented in Figure 9.9. Finally, the resultant trajectory
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Figure 9.8: The response of the motion conflict detector for the two variants of
MC-VIO algorithm on the short self obscuration sequence.
and the response of the motion conflict detector for the two variants of MC-VIO
in the short self obscuration sequence are presented in Figure 9.10 and Figure 9.8
respectively. The resultant trajectories are overlaid on the floor plan to make it easy
to perform qualitative analysis. The MC-VIO IMU res. variant of MC-VIO algo-
rithm performed motion conflict resolution based on the IMU dominated technique,
while the MC-VIO sel. res. performed resolution based on the selective features
technique.
This sequence contained motion conflict that occurred along both straight paths
and turns. We observed that the resultant trajectory generated by the ref VIO
algorithm suffered a large drift along turns with motion conflict. This was visible
in the third loop shown in Figure 9.9. Next, we observed that both the variants
of MC-VIO algorithm - MC-VIO IMU res. and MC-VIO sel. res. were able to
track the trajectory accurately even along turns with motion conflict. Finally, we
observed that the drift in the resultant trajectory along straight paths with motion
conflict depended directly on the duration of the motion conflict interval.
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Figure 9.9: The resultant trajectory generated by the reference VIO algorithm on
short self obscuration sequence. Circle - start of motion conflict. Square - end of
motion conflict. The loops are marked with increasing shade from red to yellow.
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Figure 9.10: The resultant trajectory generated by the two variants of MC-VIO
algorithm on short self obscuration sequence.
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Long self obscuration sequence
Similar to the previous sequence, the long self obscuration sequence was captured
in a narrow corridor but in counter-clockwise direction. It consisted of four motion
conflict intervals over a total duration of 85 seconds.
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Figure 9.11: The ground truth path describing the long self obscuration sequence.
The red arrow indicates the direction of the path taken. The boxes indicate the
regions where motion conflict occurred.
Figure 9.12: The response of the motion conflict detection generated by the two
variants of MC-VIO algorithm on the long self obscuration sequence.
The path describing the ground truth trajectory along with the four motion con-
flict intervals are presented in the Figure 9.11 for the long self obscuration sequence.
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Figure 9.13: The resultant trajectory generated by the reference VIO algorithm
without any motion conflict resolution technique on long self obscuration sequence.
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Figure 9.14: The resultant trajectory generated by the two variants of MC-VIO
algorithm on long self obscuration sequence. Circle - start of motion conflict. Square
- end of motion conflict. The loops are marked with increasing shade from red to
yellow.
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Similar to the previous sequence, the resultant trajectory for the reference VIO
algorithm Ref-VIO without any motion conflict resolution is presented in Figure
9.13. Next, the resultant trajectory and the detector response for both the MC-VIO
variants are presented in Figure 9.14 and 9.12 respectively.
In contrast to the previous sequence, the duration of motion conflict intervals
along straight paths were longer in this sequence. Hence, we observed that with Ref
VIO, the trajectory during straight paths with motion conflicts were not tracked
correctly. This was apparent in the three loops generated by the resultant trajectory
having different sizes. As observed in Figure 9.14, the MC-VIO algorithm variants
suffered lesser drift along the straight motion conflict intervals and were able to
recover after motion conflict. Thus, the trajectory generated was more consistent.
We noted that the selective resolution technique MC-VIO sel. res. suffered from
drift similar to the IMU dominated resolution technique MC-VIO IMU res. along
the straight motion conflict intervals. However, MC-VIO sel. res. was able to
correct the drift at the end of the motion conflict.
Based on the results obtained in both the self obscuration sequences, we con-
cluded that the MC-VIO extended better qualitative tracking accuracy along straight
paths and turns than the reference VIO algorithm.
9.3.2 Scenes inside an Elevator
We collected two sequences that contained scenes generated by the VIO device as it
was carried by the operator in an elevator. Figure 9.15 contains the sample images
captured in theses sequences. In the first sequence, the operator rode the elevator
from the third floor to the second floor and used the stairs to return to the starting
point (short elevator ride sequence). In the second sequence, the operator rode the
elevator from the third floor to the first floor and then used the stairs to return to
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Figure 9.15: Sample images from sequences inside an elevator.
the starting point in the third floor (long elevator ride sequence). The durations of
the elevator ride in the short elevator ride and long elevator ride sequences were 25
and 43 seconds respectively.
Short elevator ride sequence
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Figure 9.16: The path of the operator carrying the VIO system. 1 - the elevator,
2 - stairs. The red arrow shows the direction of the path taken. The orange arrow
shows the return to starting location.
The path describing the ground truth trajectory along with the elevator loca-
tion for the short elevator ride sequence is presented in Figure 9.16. The resultant
trajectory generated by the Ref. VIO algorithm without any motion conflict reso-
lution are presented in Figure 9.17. Correspondingly, the resultant trajectory and
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Figure 9.17: The resultant trajectory generated by Ref VIO algorithm overlaid on
the floor plan for the short elevator ride sequence.
the detection response for the two variants of MC-VIO in the short elevator ride
sequence is presented in Figure 9.19 and 9.18 respectively.
We observed that the reference VIO algorithm Ref VIO and both the variants
of MC-VIO had similar performance. This was due to the short duration of the
elevator ride (25 seconds) which did not generate large drifts in the trajectory path.
Long elevator ride sequence
The path describing the ground truth trajectory along with the locations of the
elevator and stairs used by the operator is presented in Figure 9.20. In contrast
to the previous sequence, the operator rode the elevator for an additional level.
The resultant trajectory generated by the reference VIO Ref VIO algorithm for
the long elevator ride sequence is presented in Figure 9.21. The resultant trajec-
tory generated by the IMU dominated motion conflict resolution MC-VIO IMU res.
technique and the selective feature based motion conflict technique MC-VIO sel.
res. are overlaid on the floor plan shown in Figure 9.22. The corresponding motion
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Figure 9.18: The motion conflict response detected by MC-VIO IMU res. and
MC-VIO sel. res. for the short elevator ride sequence.
conflict detector response is presented in Figure 9.23.
In the long elevator ride sequence, we observed a significant drift in the resultant
trajectory accuracy without motion conflict resolution. The reference VIO algorithm
which did not have any motion conflict resolution, suffered from a significantly large
drift during the elevator ride. We observed that, with motion conflict resolution,
there was a considerable improvement in the accuracy of the trajectory generated
by both the MC-VIO IMU res. and MC-VIO sel. res.. However, the MC-VIO sel.
res. had a better accuracy as it presented a trajectory that was very close to the
straight vertical path that the elevator would have taken.
Based on the qualitative analysis of the performance of reference VIO and both
the variants of MC-VIO, we concluded that there was significant improvement in
the accuracy of the trajectory tracked by MC-VIO algorithm along the long elevator
ride.
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Figure 9.19: The motion conflict detection on the trajectory generated by the MC-
VIO IMU res. (top) and the MC-VIO sel. res. (bottom) variants of MC-VIO
algorithm for the short elevator ride sequence.
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Figure 9.20: The trajectory of the operator carrying the VIO system in the Long
elevator ride sequence. 1 - the elevator, 2 - stairs. The red arrow indicates the
direction of the path taken. The orange arrow indicates the return to the starting
location.
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Figure 9.21: Circle - start of motion conflict. Square - end of motion conflict. The
loops are marked with increasing shade from red to yellow.
9.3.3 Sequences with pedestrian occlusion
We collected two sequences (short pedestrian occlusion, long pedestrian occlusion)
with a pedestrian walking in-front of the operator carrying the VIO system. The
pedestrian’s motion was independent of the camera motion, and it occluded a large
field of view of the camera based on the pace at which he walked. The sequences
were captured in an indoor corridor at Atwater Kent, WPI. The sequences captured
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Figure 9.22: The resultant trajectories generated by both the variant of MC-VIO
algorithm in long elevator ride sequence.
motion conflicts in situations where the pedestrian appeared along turns and straight
paths. Sample images from the sequences are presented in the Figure 9.24. This
sequence was different from the self obscuration sequence where the occluding object
had an indirect dependence on the VIO system’s motion.
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Figure 9.23: The motion conflict detector response for the MC-VIO algorithm in
long elevator ride sequence.
Figure 9.24: Sample images in a sequence collected with the pedestrian walking
in-front of the operator carrying the VIO system.
Short Pedestrian Occlusion
In the short pedestrian occlusion sequence, two loops were made around the corridors
of the third floor of the Atwater Kent building. During the first loop, there was no
occlusion by the pedestrian, and thus, it provided a reference. In the second loop,
motion conflict was created by a pedestrian walking 2 feet in-front of the operator
at a varying pace. Two short occlusions of around 25 seconds each occurred during
the turns. Figure 9.25 presents the path taken by the operator and the region where
the operator was occluded by the pedestrian. Figure 9.26 presents the resultant
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Figure 9.25: The ground truth path for the short pedestrian occlusion sequence.
The red arrow indicates the direction of the path taken.
trajectory generated by the reference VIO algorithm without any motion conflict
resolution for the short pedestrian occlusion sequence. The resultant trajectories
for the two variants of the MC-VIO algorithm are presented in Figure 9.27 and the
corresponding detector responses are presented in Figure 9.28.
In the short pedestrian occlusion sequence, we observed that the resultant tra-
jectory generated by all the three algorithms compared indicated a path where the
operator returned to the same room. However, on closer analysis, we observed that
the MC-VIO sel. res. algorithm had a better match between the start and the end
location.
Long pedestrian occlusion sequence
In the long pedestrian occlusion sequence, we performed three loops around the
corridors of the third floor. A large duration of the second and third loops were
occluded by the pedestrian. Opportunity for partial recovery were generated by
looking over the shoulders or the sides of the pedestrian. The path taken by the
operator and the regions where the operator was occluded by a pedestrian is pre-
sented in Figure 9.29. Most of the second and the third loops have the pedestrian
walking at different paces in-front of the operator.
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Figure 9.26: The resultant trajectory generated by the reference VIO algorithm
without any motion conflict resolution technique on short pedestrian occlusion se-
quence.
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Figure 9.27: The resultant trajectory generated by the two variants of MC-VIO
algorithm on the short pedestrian occlusion sequence.
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Figure 9.28: The motion conflict detector response generated by the two variants of
MC-VIO algorithm on the short pedestrian occlusion sequence.
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Figure 9.29: The ground truth path describing the trajectory for the Long pedestrian
occlusion sequence. The red arrow indicates the direction of the path taken.
Figure 9.30 presents the resultant trajectory generated by the reference VIO
algorithm. The resultant trajectories overlaid on the floor plan for the two MC-VIO
algorithm variants (MC-VIO IMU res. & MC-VIO sel. res.) are presented in Figure
9.31 along with the corresponding motion conflict response in Figure 9.32.
We observed that, during the long occlusion period along the third loop, there
was a failure in tracking a turn. This led to a large drift in the resultant trajectories
of both the reference VIO and MC-VIO algorithms. After the failure, the reference
VIO algorithm no longer gave a path consistent with the distances covered in the
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Figure 9.30: The resultant trajectory generated by the reference VIO algorithm
without any motion conflict resolution technique on long pedestrian occlusion se-
quence.
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Figure 9.31: The resultant trajectory generated by the two variants of MC-VIO
algorithm on Long pedestrian occlusion sequence.
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Figure 9.32: The motion conflict detection on the trajectory generated by the two
variants of MC-VIO algorithm on long pedestrian occlusion sequence.
third loop, while the selective motion conflict resolution MC-VIO sel. res. was much
more accurate in tracking the path after the failure.
Based on the results from the short and long pedestrian occlusion sequences, we
concluded that MC-VIO algorithm enabled local consistency even after failure by
ensuring that the overall distances covered were consistent.
9.3.4 Scenes from a moving vehicle
We collected two sequences from the VIO system carried by a passenger in a moving
vehicle. The VIO system was focused on the environment both inside the vehicle,
and outside the vehicle. This enabled the VIO system to observe both the motion
caused by the movement of the vehicle, as well as its independent motion inside
the car. These sequences were collected outdoors while the vehicle made multiple
loops around a parking lot. Figure 9.33 presents the sample images collected in this
sequence.
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Figure 9.33: Camera images captured by the passenger carrying a VIO system inside
the car while it was moving.
Moving vehicle occlusion
The moving vehicle occlusion sequence was collected by the VIO system carried
by a passenger in a SUV as the system observed the environment outside and was
occasionally focused on scenes inside the SUV. During the first loop, the VIO system
was focused on the outside environment, creating a reference trajectory. In the
second loop, when the passenger focused the VIO system inside the SUV, motion
conflict was created for a duration of 27 seconds.
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Figure 9.34: The path describing the ground truth trajectory for the moving vehicle
occlusion sequence. The black arrow indicates the direction of the path taken.
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Figure 9.34 presents the path taken by the vehicle in the parking lot for the
moving vehicle occlusion sequence. Figure 9.35 presents the trajectory generated by
the reference VIO algorithm without any motion conflict resolution (( Ref VIO)).
The resultant trajectories for the MC-VIO IMU res. and the MC-VIO sel. res. are
presented in Figure 9.36. The corresponding motion conflict detection responses
are presented in Figure 9.37. We observed that, the resultant trajectory generated
by the reference VIO algorithm suffered from irrecoverable drift. However, both
the variants of MC-VIO algorithm had considerably reduced drifts and produced
trajectories consistent with the ground truth path. Finally, we observed that the
resultant trajectory generated by the selective motion conflict resolution had better
accuracy than IMU dominated motion conflict resolution.
Partial moving vehicle occlusion
In the partial moving vehicle occlusion sequence, the passenger carried the VIO
system in an open-top utility vehicle, thus providing partial view of the vehicle
while viewing the outside environment. The sequence was collected in a manner
where the passenger moved the VIO device while viewing different regions of the
vehicle.
In the previous sequence, the passenger carrying the VIO system in a moving ve-
hicle focused either on the scene outside, or on the scene inside the vehicle. However,
in this sequence, the VIO system had partial view of both the scenes outside and
inside the vehicle throughout the sequence. Figure 9.38 presents the ground truth
path taken by the vehicle. The resultant trajectory generated by the reference VIO
algorithm is overlaid on the map and presented in Figure 9.39. Correspondingly, the
resultant trajectories for the two variants of the MC-VIO algorithm are presented
in Figure 9.40. The results of the motion conflict resolution are presented in Figure
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Figure 9.35: The resultant trajectory generated by the reference VIO algorithm
without any motion conflict resolution technique for moving vehicle occlusion se-
quence.
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Figure 9.36: The resultant trajectory generated by the two variants of MC-VIO
algorithm for the moving vehicle occlusion sequence.
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Figure 9.37: The motion conflict detection on the trajectory generated by the two
variants of MC-VIO algorithm for the moving vehicle occlusion sequence.
9.42.
First, we observed that the thresholds for the motion conflict detector applied
to the previous sequence could not be directly applied to the sequence with partial
motion conflict (fig.9.41). Hence new thresholds for the motion conflict detector had
to be set for the partial motion conflict case.
We observed that the reference VIO algorithm suffered from a catastrophic fail-
ure from the start of the sequence. Next, we observed that with the new detector
thresholds, the IMU dominated motion conflict resolution technique was able to gen-
erate a trajectory consistent with the expected path, but with considerable drift.
However, with the application of selective feature based motion conflict resolution
technique, the resultant path was very close to the expected trajectory.
Based on the qualitative analysis of the moving vehicle occlusion and partial
moving vehicle occlusion sequences, we concluded that the trajectory generated by
the Ref-VIO algorithm suffered from catastrophic failures in scenes with partial
motion conflict on a moving vehicle. Both the variants of the MC-VIO algorithm
were able to successfully track the trajectory even under motion conflict conditions.
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Figure 9.38: The ground truth trajectory for the partial moving vehicle occlusion
sequence. The black arrow indicates the direction of the path taken.
Overall, the selective feature based motion conflict resolution technique proved to
be the best approach for handling scenes with motion conflict in a moving vehicle.
9.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have provided empirical evidences to prove the improved ro-
bustness and accuracy of trajectories generated by Motion Conflict aware Visual
Inertial Odometry (MC-VIO) in comparison with the reference VIO algorithm. We
have analyzed both the IMU dominated motion conflict resolution and the selective
feature based motion conflict resolution techniques for MC-VIO separately.
We have presented quantitative comparisons of ATE and RPE for simulated mo-
tion conflicts in the standard EuROC dataset. During the quantitative evaluations,
we focused on both the simulated static and the simulated slow-moving motion con-
flict intervals. We observed an approximate 300% increase in ATE for the reference
VIO algorithm when simulated static motion conflicts intervals were introduced in
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Figure 9.39: The resultant trajectory generated by the reference VIO algorithm
without any motion conflict resolution technique for the partial moving vehicle oc-
clusion sequence.
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Figure 9.40: The resultant trajectory generated by the two variants of MC-VIO
algorithm for the partial moving vehicle occlusion sequence.
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Figure 9.41: The motion conflict detection response on the trajectory generated by
the two variants of MC-VIO algorithm for the continuous moving vehicle occlusion
sequence before tuning thresholds for partial motion conflict case.
the EuROC dataset. However, the MC-VIO algorithm had only a 70% increase
in ATE with simulated static motion conflict interval. We also studied the impact
of increasing the motion conflict duration, and concluded that, with MC-VIO al-
gorithm, there was a considerable reduction in the trajectory error as the motion
conflict interval increased compared to the reference VIO algorithm. Additionally,
there was approximately 500% increase in ATE for the reference VIO algorithm
when slow-moving motion conflict intervals were introduced. Compared to this, the
MC-VIO algorithm had only a 160% increase in ATE for slow motion conflict in-
terval. The quantitative evaluations clearly indicated that the MC-VIO algorithm
ensured more robustness than the reference VIO algorithm.
Next, we performed qualitative comparisons using the newly collected WPI
dataset with an in-house VIO system. In the qualitative analysis, we picked four
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Figure 9.42: The motion conflict detection response on the trajectory generated by
the two variants of MC-VIO algorithm for the continuous moving vehicle occlusion
sequence after tuning thresholds for partial motion conflict case.
varying scenarios with motion conflicts to test the reference VIO and MC-VIO algo-
rithms. After performing a detailed qualitative analysis of the resultant trajectories
for all the cases, we concluded that the MC-VIO had better trajectory accuracy
performance than the existing reference VIO algorithms. This analysis also enabled
to conclude that the MC-VIO algorithm produced the most consistent resultant
trajectories even in dynamic environments.
Both the quantitative and qualitative analysis of the reference VIO and MC-
VIO algorithms in these sequences evaluated the two variants of MC-VIO (MC-
VIO IMU res. and MC-VIO sel. res.) separately. This analysis showed that the
selective motion conflict resolution had better accuracy. This analysis will allow
future practitioners to make better selection of the variants of MC-VIO algorithm
where there is a need to trade accuracy for computational constraints.
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Based on the results discussed in this chapter, one can conclude that, for a robust
visual inertial odometry algorithm to perform successfully in real-world applications,
detection and resolution of motion conflict is essential. We believe that these findings
will change the approach used for the development of robust visual inertial odometry
algorithms in multi-sensory environments.
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Chapter 10
Conclusion
In this dissertation, we have tackled the challenging issue of accurate localization
of a multi-sensory device. In particular, we have studied the issues associated with
contradictory sensor measurements from these devices. The contradictory sensor
measurements are observed due to the existence of multiple motions in the real
world. Existing approaches ignore the contradictory measurements and assume a
single dominant motion. Thus, this dissertation presents an approach capable of
handling contradictory sensor measurements observed by the localization device in
real world environments with multiple motions.
The Visual Inertial Odometry algorithm performed fusion measurements from
IMU and cameras to estimate the device trajectory. The estimation for the trajec-
tory was formulated as a maximum a´ posteriori optimization over a window of past
measurements. We demonstrated through simulated experiments that contradictory
visual and inertial sensor measurements cause irreversible error in the resultant tra-
jectory. This error was due to the inability of the localization algorithms to handle
cases where the external motion was not observable by one of the sensors. We have
defined the interval with contradictory sensor measurements as having motion con-
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flict similar to motion sickness in humans. We presented examples of environments
with motion conflict.
Next, we performed the analysis of the detection of motion conflict using two
approaches. The first approach was based on the discrepancy between visual and
inertial sensors. The second approach was based on the shift in the landmark posi-
tion. Based on experimental analysis we determined that both the detection mea-
sures were independent. Thus, a combination of both the motion conflict detectors
was found to have the best performance.
The preceding was followed by the analysis on motion conflict resolution tech-
niques. We presented two different approaches for motion conflict resolution based
on the application. In conditions where the visual and the inertial measurements
were in total disagreement, we followed an IMU dominated motion conflict resolu-
tion technique. In the IMU dominated motion conflict resolution approach, the bias
estimated after the motion conflict duration was back-propagated over the motion
conflict interval. In conditions where partial overlap between the visual and inertial
measurements existed, selective motion conflict resolution approach was followed.
In the selective motion conflict resolution approach, each landmark was classified
based on the history of observation to be in agreement or disagreement with the
inertial measurements. Only visual measurements that were in agreement with the
inertial measurements were used to estimate the trajectory over the motion conflict
interval.
We constructed a device consisting of stereo camera and IMU (VIO system)
to collect datasets for the evaluation of the localization algorithms. Finally, we
implemented a novel Motion conflict aware Visual Inertial Odometry (MC-VIO)
that combined motion conflict detection and motion conflict resolution techniques.
The novel MC-VIO algorithm had improved robustness and accuracy compared to
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the reference VIO algorithm [1].
We performed both quantitative and qualitative experiments to evaluate MC-
VIO algorithm. The Absolute Tracking Error (ATE) and Relative Pose Error (RPE)
were used to perform quantitative analyses. With the introduction of simulated mo-
tion conflict in EuROC dataset, we observed a large increase in ATE. However, the
MC-VIO algorithm had only a 70% increase in ATE with simulated static mo-
tion conflict interval. We also studied the impact of increasing the motion conflict
duration, and concluded that, with MC-VIO algorithm, there was a considerable re-
duction in the trajectory error as the motion conflict interval increased compared to
the reference VIO algorithm. Additionally, there was approximately 500% increase
in ATE for the reference VIO algorithm when slow moving motion conflict intervals
were introduced. Compared to this, the MC-VIO algorithm had only a 160% in-
crease in ATE for slow motion conflict interval. The quantitative evaluations clearly
indicated that the MC-VIO algorithm ensured more robustness than the reference
VIO algorithm.
Next, we performed qualitative comparisons using the datasets collected with
the WPI VIO system. In the qualitative analysis, we picked four varying scenarios
with motion conflicts to test the reference VIO and MC-VIO algorithms. After
performing a detailed qualitative analysis of the resultant trajectories for all the
cases, we concluded that the MC-VIO had better trajectory accuracy performance
than the existing reference VIO algorithms. This analysis also enabled us to conclude
that the MC-VIO algorithm produced the most consistent resultant trajectories even
in dynamic environments.
Both the quantitative and qualitative analysis of the reference VIO and MC-
VIO algorithms in these sequences evaluated the two variants of MC-VIO (MC-VIO
IMU res. and MC-VIO sel. res.) separately. This analysis showed that the selective
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motion conflict resolution had better accuracy.
The above presented results were published in the International Conference of
Robotics and Automation (ICRA) 2018 [82].
10.1 Future Work
The extension of this work to multi-motion visual inertial odometry will provide
exciting opportunities for improved spatial perception in real world applications. It
opens multiple avenue for the application of localization to highly dynamic envi-
ronments such as Augmented Reality (AR) in concerts, drone swarms for delivery,
autonomous cars etc. Additionally, if secondary motions are known, it can be used
to improve the state estimation during motion conflicts. The improved robustness
provided by the detection and resolution of the motion conflict can be used to de-
velop the Always on localization algorithms in the future. Always on localization is
essential for spatial services that are becoming more prominent.
The extension of the proposed approach to embedded mobile platforms will en-
able augmented reality applications. This would require both engineering and in-
novation to reduce the computational load of MC-VIO. The detection of motion
conflict can be improved by using learning-based methods. The localization can
be extended by using semantic understanding of the objects in the world and the
motions associated with them.
A more accurate model of the camera and IMU is another avenue for improve-
ment to the existing VIO. This improvement needs to be carefully coupled with the
motion conflict detection and resolution technique as discontinuity in state observa-
tion, caused by motion conflict can have adverse effects on the estimation problem.
The addition of an back-end with loop closure capability can further improve
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the performance of MC-VIO algorithm. In such a system, we can achieve better
selection of loop closure candidates with the more consistent tracking provided by
the MC-VIO front-end. Similarly with correct loop closure after motion conflict
interval we can get better estimate of biases that are used to correct the states over
the motion conflict interval.
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